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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Counties in central and northern Kentucky will be getting a
new telephone area code next
year.
The Public Service Commission announced Wednesday the 606 area code will be
divided with the bulk of eastern and southeastern Kentucky
retaining the existing dialing
code. The commission said the
more prosperous areas surrounding Lexington and the
northern Kentucky suburbs will
be able to more easily absorb
the costs inherent in changing
area codes.
The actual three-digit code
will not be known until it is
assigned by the national group
that oversees such matters,
probably later this month.
The new area code will not
take effect until April 2000 and
then with a six-month grace period. The new code will have
to be used to dial telephones
in the affected area starting in
October 2000.
Telephone exchanges sometimes do not exactly follow county lines, but the new code will
be used in Campbell, Pendleton, Harrison, Nicholas, Montgomery, Clark, Madison, Garrard, Boyle, Washington, Mercer, Woodford, Fayette, Grant,
Gallatin, Boone. Kenton and
Jessamine counties.
The old 502 area code is
now being divided, with most
of far western Kentucky getting the 270 code. Use of the
270 code will be mandatory
on Nov. 1.
The PSC had proposed two
alternatives. The other was
roughly dividing 606 along a
north-south route along the
Mountain Parkway. The commission said carving out the
central-northern Kentucky section was preferred during public hearings.
New area codes were needed
because
telephone
exchanges were simply running out.

Experts warn
that cattle
feed should
be tested
MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — Farmert--sttpuld be careful not to
allow their livestock to eat feed
that's high in nitrates as a
result of drought-like conditions,
according to researchers at the
Breathitt Veterinary Center at
Murray State University.
The center has reported
receiving corn and forage samples containing high concentrations of nitrates, which are
toxic to livestock in very small
amounts.
Producers should collect several samples from each of their
fields and combine them into
a common sample for laboratory submissions, according to
the center.
The Breathitt Veterinary Center, which is in Hopkinsville, considers any nitrate level above
0.2 percent to be potentially
dangerous.
Farmers are encouraged
to check with a local veterinarian
for advice.

Tonight Clear. Low 60 to
65. Calm wind.
Friday.. Mostly sunny. High
in the lower 90s.
Friday night...Dry. Low in the
mid 60s.
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A recent study has questioned the effectiveness of the popular D.A.R.E. program
among American students, who, it says,
don't appear to retain the anti-drug message they learned in elementary school as
they enter peer pressure-packed high school.
But local and state supporters of the
Drug Abuse Resistance Education program
say it wasn't meant to be the solution, but
rather a solution.
"D.A.R.E. never said it was going to
keep every kid off drugs," said Murray

Police Sgt. Melodie Jones, the county's
D.A.R.E. officer since 1991. "The program
actually complements other school programs
and what 1 think parents are trying to
teach."
"D.A.R.E. was meant to be a prevention, not an intervention, program," according to state police Sgt. Jimmy Richardson,
the state D.A.R.E. coordinator.
The 16-year-old program. which arrived
in Kentucky in 1986 and is taught in about
80 percent of American classrooms, hinges
on the concept of allowing students to make
an informed decision. Richardson said.

"Ultimately, it's a matter of choice," he
said. "We want them to know better."
And learning that, D.A.R.E. supporters
agree, involves repeating and building on
the program's message - just like any other
form of education.
"Clayton mentioned in the original study
you need to have reinforcement curriculum," Richardson said, referring to Dr.
Richard Clayton, head of the University of
Kentucky's Center for Prevention Research.
Clayton conducted the first state study
of D.A.R.E.'s effectiveness with a group
of Kentucky students in the 1980s.

The latest survey, which was based on
Clayton's original study and released last
week, indicated D.A.R.E. didn't seem to affect
whether the Fayette County students it studied chose to use alcohol, harder drugs or
cigarettes.
But Richardson noted both studies
involved students whose only involvement
in D.A.R.E. was with its original curriculum, not a revised version, while in elementary school.
A later study by Dr. Joseph Donner-

Candidates try to drum
up support for election
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
But Gov. Paul Patton continued to insist
Associated Press Writer
he is concerned about winning re-election,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Even the especially because of worries about an extremesmallest attempts to make something out of ly low voter turnout, which he said would
the 1999 elections seem to be falling through. likely only bring his opponents to the polls.
Gubernatorial write-in hopeful Hoby Ander- "A 10 percent turnout would worry me very,
son wants to be taken seriously, but it's not very much," Patton said._
working. Anderson, a state representative
Patton said turnout is a real concern, espefrom Flatwoods, will not be invited to par- cially noting that only about 5 percent of
ticipate in the Fancy Farm picnic politick- registered voters bothered to cast ballots in
ing this weekend. And an official with Ken- the May primary.
tucky Educational Television said WednesIn addition to Galbraith, who is making
day Anderson will not be included in any his third campaign for governor, the ballot
televised forum.
will also include the Republican slate of
Reform Party Chairman John Longmire gubernatorial nominee Peppy Martin and runsaid Wednesday the party has been unable ning mate Wanda Cornelius.
to scratch up any candidates besides guberAnderson, who has said he will have his
natorial candidate Gatewood Galbraith and name legally changed to "Hoby" so people
running mate Kathy Lyons.
can remember it and write it in more easiIt means the five Democrats on the bal- ly, has not yet demonstrated any serious
lot for other constitutional offices — four intent to be a candidate. Although he creatof them incumbents seeking re-election — ed a fund-raising committee Tuesday, the
are effectively unopposed, though a write-in exploratory committee he closed at the same
candidate has until Oct. 25 to declare. The time showed he had not raised Or spent a
Republican Party also did not field any candidates below the top of the ballot.

FR A N K-FORIE Kyv
Even----!!We- made—a--lot of--committhe earliest official estimates will ments that are only going to come
not be in for a time, but Gov. due in the 2000 session in the
Paul Patton said the incoming rev- budget," Patton said Wednesday
enue doesn't cover the expected out- during • an interview.
lay for the budget that the 2000
Revenue receipts fell just short
General Assembly will have to put of expectations in the fiscal year
together.
that ended June 30 and the newest
Between tax cuts still being estimates are for lower-than-expectphased in, commitments made for ed receipts this year and the comprograms and projects that are ing two years.
coming due, and lower-than-expectThe first official estimates are
ed revenue receipts. Patton said a scheduled to be released on Aug.
"tough budget" looms.
13. "I'm not optimistic, from what

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
SIGNING UP,,.Amanda Jones and Leigh Ann Blanton look over Jones'
schedule Wednesday in the Calloway County High School office during registration for their senior year.

I hen- about that number," Pattonclirectin_ beyond a general agreesaid.
ment that property taxes on motor
Patton delivered some of the vehicles are targeted for reduction
message during a meeting with or elimination.
Democratic legislative leaders in
Senate President Larry Saunhis office Wednesday morning.
ders, D-Louisville, said there is
"He's talking about the num- also interest in reducing income
bers not being as big as expect- taxes on Kentuckians with the
ed," said House Speaker Pro Tem smallest paychecks.
Larry Clark, D-Louisville.
"There are various tax decreasA panel of top legislators has es that everybody would like to
been pondering Kentucky's tax code see," said Sen. Benay__Ray Hai-..
but has not reached many con- ley, D-Hindman, the chairman of
clusions or even taken much of a the Appropriations and Revenue

Committee._
Ideas to raise more money are
being met with more than a little
skepticism.
Saunders said the case will have
to be made by the Transportation
Cabinet for any increase in the
gas tax. indicating that no legislators are likely to take up that
cause by themselves.
And Patton said any idea that

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate has agreed on a $7.4 billion package of farm assistance, sending a "clear
signal" to growers that they're likely
to get extra cash this fall to compensate for slumping crop prices.
The plan omits any special assistance for Eastern growers who are suffering through one of the region's worst
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photos
droughts- thisaaaentury. But that could
FANCY FARM PREVIEW...Gov. Paul Patton was among those attending a fund-raiser/reception Wednesday in Mayfield for State Sen. Bob Jackson of Murray. (Above left), Patton speaks with Jackson's wife, Karen. (Above right), be added when House and Senate negotiators work out of the final version
former Gov. Edward "Ned" Breathitt talks with Judge Rick Johnson.
of the measure this fall.
"This is a good place to start." said
Mary Kay Thatcher, a lobbyist for the
American Farm Bureau le'ederation-it'is
a very good indication for the House
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn. (AP) weather.'" he said.
$200 million on upgrades on its
"Our focus is not on how on what kind of aid the Senate believes
— The Tennessee Valley AuthorHowever. record electricity fossil fuel turbines, hydroelectric much money is spent, but on is necessary."
Democrats wanted as much as $11
ity will keep power rates steady usage during last month's swel- generators and other power equip- how we will perform our stewbillion,
but GOP leaders beat back sevacross its seven-state region for tering heat still could boost rev- ment.
Zeringue said.
eral attempts Wednesday to fatten the
a second consecutive year.
enues for the year. he said.
Meantime, the utility continSmith estimated TVA
Fees for boating and other activUnder current budget estimates. ues to mull the future of its flood a 3 percent growth in revenues package. In the end, Democrats decidities in the recreational areas TVA TVA would end 1999 with a net control, navigation and shoreline next year if the Tennessee Val- ed the GOP plan was "better than there
being no assistance all," said Sen.
manages also will remain the income of $100 million, com- maintenance programs along the ley continues its economic develByron Dorgan, D-N.D.
same in the fiscal year that begins pared to $233 million the previ- 652-mile Tennessee River.
opment according to forecasts.
On a 89-8 vote. the $7.4 billion
Oct. I. TVA Chairman Craven ous year.
Earlier this year. TVA began
The figures were released dur- was added to an annual Agriculture
Crowell said Wednesday.
No layoffs in the agency's using power revenues to pay for ing a meeting of the TVA board
Department spending bill for the fisThe federal utility will end 13,500 work force are planned.
its non-power responsibilities. of directors. Two of the three cal year beginning Oct. 1, pushing the
'Next year, TVA hopes to reduce anticipating an elimination of fed- board positions are vacant, leav- cost of the legislation to $68 billion.
this year with an estimated $6.5
billion in operating revenue, a its $26.5 billion debt by another eral funding for the programs for in Crowell as the lone member.
The House didn't put any such assisslight decrease from the $6.7 bil- $300 million. The burden was the first time since the agency
TVA is the country's largest tance in its version of the bill, but
created largely from an overly was created 66 years ago.
lion generated in 1998.
public power producer. serving Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-111.. said
TVA Chief Financial Officer ambitious nuclear power program
Last year, Congress appropri- nearly 8 million people through recently that the House is "committed
David Smith partly blames the that started decades ago. The ated $50 million for non-power 159 municipal distributors and to taking decisive action."
agency has been chipping away projects and TVA will not spend electric cooperatives in Tennessee,
weather.
A House-Senate conference com"This past winter, there was a at the debt under its long-term less than that in the coming year. Kentucky. Alabama. Mississippi, mittee will negotiate a final version of
substantial drop-off (in power financial plan.
Chief Operating Officer Ike Georgia. Virginia and North Cardemand) because of the mild
TVA also plans to spend about Zeringue said.
olina.
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type of drug possession charges." just as loudly, 'It's not OK."
Her nephew. Jesse Turner, 13,
And that takes repetition, but
has encountered some of what not just at school, Richardson said.
meyer at Ohio State University
with-students in four states where D.A.R.E. tries to counteract. He said
"The. .only way you're ever
the D.A.R.E. program is offered he was offered a chance to go to going to be effective is through
more than once showed they were a friend's house and get drunk reinforcement (and) if everybody's
"significantly better in resistance last year as a seventh-grader at giving the same message," he said.
Calloway County Middle School.
abilities." Richardson said.
One of D.A.R.E.'s other bene-They talk about (drugs) a lot," fits, Jones said, is the closeness
Most communities expanded the especially smoking marijuana and she develops, as an officer and a
person, with the students. Many
D.A.R.E. program to include tobacco cigarettes, he said.
Jesse said he has yet to have call her by her first name and
younger students. Locally. Jones
annually teaches as many as 2.500 a direct encounter with drugs. But come to her with their problems,
students ,in grades kindergarten he will in high school, according she said.
"One of the things I say is.
through third grade. as well as to his sister, Carrie Turner; 19,
who said she also was in middle 'Why aren't you telling this to
fifth- and eighth-graders.
Some critics have said the mes- school when she first began to your parents?" Jones said.
sage is lost when presented to feel pressured to try drugs.
"It's a challenge" to refuse, she
children too young to understand
Janeann Turner believes in the
what drugs are and what other said, noting no one wants to be concept of D.A.R.E_ saying it will
factors - such as curiosity or peer left out. "You want to be accept- "result in at least some change in
pressure - might motivate some- ed."
attitude about drug use," she said.
•..
But she wasn't sure how to
one to use them.
Carrie Turner said many stu- determine how effective the proBut Jones thinks the younger.
the better. She said she begins dents she knows, including those gram is. "You can measure the
emphasizing personal safety. then who have been through--D.A.R.E. negative side, but I don't think
builds on the message. Later, drug classes, have tried drugs at least you can ever measure the posiabuse education becomes "'anoth- once. The reasons go beyond just tive,- she said.
er way to take care of myself," peer pressure, she said, citing rebelRichardson said formal studies,
liousness and curiosity.
she said she tells her students.
including the original done by
Jesse Turner agreed. "It's talked Clayton. cited the same concern:
"I think it's age-appropriate. If
we wait, we may not get to them about so much, people are getting Short of creating a controlled enviin time." said Jones, who said curious about it," he said.
ronment, how do you prove a proJaneann Turner said she knows gram prevented something . from
studies show children's first confrontation with drugs comes at age teens are ,hearing D.A.R.E.'s mes- happening? 12, but can happen as young as sage. Many of them who go through
-There's so many other varidrug education classes as part of ables you can't control," Richard8 or 9.
"We're trying to postpone the the first-time offenders program son said.
ins oh ement," Jones said. She and say they have heard it before.
Asked if doubts about D.A.R.E.'s
"They're not applying it to their effectiveness was a desire to see
Richardson said studies indicate
the longer involvement can be lives," Janeann Turner said. ----hard evidence justifying the time
"I think it (drug resistance) and money spent on the program,
delayed, the less likely a child
stems from family life, what you've Richardson replied, "I'm sure that's
_ will try drugs.
-Fifth grade, you can make an seen and known," Carrie said.
part of it."
All the more reason for
impression on a child," said Janeann
Jones said she, too, has no conTurner. who works with juvenile D.A.R.E.. Jones contends.
crete way to tell if D.A.R.E. works.
"There's so many messages out
offenders as Calloway • County's
"My gut feeling is far, far more
there
screaming, 'It's OK," Jones kids don't get into permanent deciworker.
"We
are
designated
court
seeing younger kids with some said. "We need to be screaming sions (to use drugs)," she said.

From Page 1

cap on crop subsidies that an individual farmer can receive from
the assistance package, with nego- $150,000 to $300,000, a change
tiations starting in September after sought by large-scale farmers.
Congress returns from a month-long
The Senate plan "will send a
recess.
clear signal to bankers ... and famThe Clinton administration has- ily farmers that there is going to
n't taken a position on how much be additional help coming at a
aid is needed."We hope that they'll critical time," said Sen. Charles
send us something we can sign," Grassley, R-lowa.
White House spokesman Joe LockGaylen Affield, Who grows corn,
hart said Wednesday. Last year, soybeans and wheat near Fergus
President Clinton vetoed a $4 bil- Falls, Minn., was pleased. "The
lion farm bailout and forced con- government has to do something
gressional Republicans to add $2 here because we can't produce at
billion.
these prices," he said.
Prices for corm soybeans, wheat
The debate became something
and other crops are depressed for of a referendum on the 1996 farm
the second year in a row because law, popularly known as "Freeof huge crops worldwide. Federal dom to Farm," which scaled back
farm subsidies already were expect- production-based crop subsidies.
ed to reach a near record $16.7 Democrats wanted to put the bulk
billion even without the addition- of the disaster aid into raising
al assistance Congress is consid- crop subsidies, but Republicans
ering.
said that would appear to be undoThe Senate's aid package ing the 1996 law.
includes $5.5 billion in direct payThe eight senators who voted
ments to most growers 'as com- against the aid package were Repubpensation for low commodity licans Phil Gramm of Texas, Judd
prices, a separate $475 million for Gregg and Bob Smith of New
soybean growers, $400 million in
Hampshire, George Voinovich of
subsidies for crop insurance, $328 Ohio and Connie Mack of Florimillion for tobacco growers and da. and Democrats Russ Feingold
$325 million in livestock assistance. of Wisconsin, Bob Graham of
The bill also would double. the 'Florida and Robert Torricelli of New

1001 Whitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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SOUTH HADLEY, Mass. (AP)
— Russian literature lecturer. Mother of two. Striptease dancer. For
Susan Scotto, it's all in a day's
work. ,
Ms. Scotto, an instructor at the
all-women Mount Holyoke College, stripped in clubs while getting her doctorate at the University of California at Berkeley. Now
she's sharing her experiences with
students in a noncredit how-to
class in striptease.
Ms. Scotto. says exotic dancing
is an art form that pleases the
dancer and'the viewer. A class she
offered on the topic last car was

• Election .
From Page 1
penny to examine a race. And
Anderson has not filed papers to
ask the secretary of state's office
to actually count any ballots cast
for him, which has to be done before
the tally will, be made.
---trongmire said the-reform Parti•
which grew from Ross Perot •
presidential aspirations. wanted to
field candidates for agriculture commissioner, treasurer and auditor.
He blamed the lack of success on
what he called the "hostage situation- in Kentucky electoral law
that prevents someone from changing political parties after the Decemher before an election.
Longmire said the party did not
want to field a candidate just to
have a name on the ballot. "We
want to run somebody that's qualified and we feel has something
important to offer." Longmire said.
Attorney General Ben Chandler,
Auditor Ed Hatchett. Secretary of
State John Y. Brown III and Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith dreW no Democratic or
Republican opposition.
joliathan Miller Of Lexington
defeated state Rep. Susan Johns
of Louisville in the only Democratic primary, to succeed Treasurer John Kennedy Hamilton. who
is not seeking re-election.

so popular that she plans to otter
it again in September.
Sophomore Patty McCarthy was
one of the 65 students who took
the class last year. She said she
would consider taking it again: "It
was sort of fun."
Students in the class view clips
from movies featuring strippers,
learn basic bump-and-grind moves
and get to take home props, including feather boas, scarves, fans and
high heels.
"I don't see any way how an
exchange of pleasure is something
to be condemned," Ms. Scotto told
the Union-News in Springfield.
"Someone in any form of work
can feel exploited. It'. dli a•t te

of mind."
President
Joanne
College
Creighton pointed out Wednesday
that although the class was held
in a campus dance studio, the course
is not part of the college curriculum.
• Sally Sutherland. associate dean
of faculty, said Ms. Scotto still
dances semiprofessionally, but neither that nor the class goes against
the 162-year-old college's feminist
traditions.
"Where else but a women's college could provide a safe and
secure place to explore the boundaries of an art form that slides
over into pornography and exploitationT' she said:
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only be if proceeds were earmarked for assisting the horse
industry and initiatives to preserve
rural areas and rehabilitate cities.
"To say that I'm promoting
gaming to make up this shortfall
is just not true." Patton said

he is promoting expanded gambling to raise money for general
state expenses is uninformed.
Patton said if he decides to
support more gambling. it would
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Jersey.
In a separate move intended to
boost farm exports, the Senate
added a provision to the spending
bill requiring the president to get
congressional approval before
including food or medicine in a
trade embargo. The only exceptions would be for governments
deemed to be sponsoring terrorism,including Cuba,Iraq and Libya.
"When the U.S. uses food as
a diplomatic weapon, by imposing unilateral agricultural embargoes against foreign leaders, it
takes away from our farmers their
ability to sell their product," said
Sen. John Ashcroft, R-Mo.
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School began today. I'm not
one of those parents who counts
the days until their kids go back.
For me, summer is too short.
Is it just me or did the break
fly by? Now that I think about it,
when I was a child, a week seemed
like a month and a month seemed
like a year.
Today a month seems like a
day, and a day seems like an hour.
That's just one reason why we
shouldn't let our kids grow up too
fast. Let kids be kids.
We are guilty of asking our
kids to grow up too fast. The
results can range from sad to tragToday I heard a report saying
that children under age of 2 shouldn't watch TV. This seems obvious to me. Of course, there was
a parent espousing how much her
I -year-old 'had learned from educational TV.
Excuse me? What is age appropriate for a 1-year-old'? TV can
certainly grab and entertain, but
can life?
If a 1 -year-old is trained to
learn from the fast-paced, everchanging, never-boring TV, what
hope does-a teacher have?
Even in my family, we've
compromised. We finally gave in
on the Nintendo issue. Last summer. we let our boys purchase a
used Super Nintendo.
Now there is nothing inherently wrong with a Nintendo. However, kids can get used to constant stimulus.

A few months ago, my staff
and I viewed an in-service tape
on emotional IQ. One thing really stuck with me. Our children
spend more and more time in front'
of a view screen. TVs and yes,
even computers.
Educational or not, electronics
are a poor substitution for personal interactions, friend or family. If we're not careful, our children may grow up intelligent, but
emotionally inept.
Columbine and Heath are two
recent tragedies which seem to
demonstrate this principle.
One of the greatest things about
going to church every Sunday is
the simple discipline of sitting still
for one hour. It's probably the
only time each week where kids
and families can block out the
telephone, TV, radio, beepers and
just slow down.
Do_ you think God. knew what
it was going to be like in the
90s?
I believe we hurt our children
when we expect kids to understand like adults.
OK. I'll go out on a limb here.
Many of today's sitcoms not only
deal with sexual topics, but plots
revolve around them.

As parents, we need to be careful what we watch and what little eyes see us watching. By ignoring the mixed signal the TV sends
we're forcing our kids to grow
up faster and deal with "adult"
issues at 10-, II- and 12-yearsold. "But they don't know what's
going on." I've heard that.
I've also seen young children
act out inappropriate "TV" scenes.
Summers are for sprinklers, light
tag at night, baseball, riding bikes
and having fun.
We shouldn't hurry them into
understanding the pressures of the
world. If a one year old can learn
from the TV, what does an eight
or a 10-year-old learn from the
TV.
Depends on what's being seen.
Our kids need to be sheltered
from all things inappropriate. The
real chore is knowing how and when
to expose the world to our children.
For my thinkibv it should be
later than sooner. Maybe,I'm swimming against the tide, but I am a
good swimmer.
As the director of the YMCA.
it is my prayer to have an organization that shows honor to children, families and our community. We're not perfect. but the building has begun.

Boy Scouts to go before Supreme Court
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — The
Boy Scouts of America plan to
ask the U.S. Supreme Court to
uphold its ban on homosexuals,
claiming constitutional rights of free
association and speech includes a
right to exclude gays.
"We'll argue the First Amendment,- attorney George Davidson
said after New Jersey's Supreme
Court -ruled the ban on homosexuals is illegal under the state's
anti-discrimination laws — the first
time a state high court has invalidated the ban.
The court said Wednesday that
the private organization is subject
to state laws because it is a "place
of public _accommociation'Land so
cannot deny any person "advan-

Complete Line of
Brushes, Rollers and
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Interior Latex
#6079 SALE $13.99

gal.

Interior Primer Sealer
#767 SALE'9.99 gal.

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper sample
and let us match your color with Porter Paint.

tages, facilities and privileges" on tates to parents what role models
account of sexual orientation.
they must provide for their chilThe decision was a victory for dren."
James Dale, an assistant scout"To us, the silver lining is it
master who was kicked out of the gives Boy Scouts the first opporBoy Scouts nine years ago when tunity to go the U.S. Supreme
leaders found out he is gay. He Court and get a definitive ruling
sued seeking reinstatement.
to put an end to these lawsuits,"
"The Supreme Court of New he said.
Jersey is wonderful," Dale said.
"This is exactly what scouting has
taught me: to believe in the system and that goodness will prevail."
Dale, who turned 29 on Monday. called the unanimous decision "the best birthday present I
could have asked for."
Davidson, however, -called it a
"a sad day when the state dic-
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Visit the Styling Salon for your complimentary hair care consultation.
Recommendations for Matrix services and home care included.
FREE samples AND...while supplies last get a
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authorized distrubutor for
Murray and Calloway County.

ovf R SONEARS
An American Company
New Better Hearing
Through Professional Care

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray

Service Center Will
Be Open Every Friday
9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
9is Broadway • Paducah, Ky.• 502-443-4594
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Matrix® Styling Product
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Select from:
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CHESNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
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JCPenney Styling Salon
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 17 - The Tennessean. \asinine, on private prisons:
Tennessee cannot claim to control public safety unless and until it gets control of the policies
on private .prisons operating in the state.
The furor over tax reform dominated discussion this year in the General Assembly and put
prisons on the back burner.
But while discussion of private prison issues
died down, the problems associated with them did
not.
The state got a nasty reminder about the problem in May when four Montana prisoners broke
out of the Mason Correctional Facility in Tipton
County.
Two of the four never made it past a fence.
One of those who did was a murderer, the other
an armed robber.
The Tipton County prison is owned and operated by Corrections Corporation of America, the
Nashville-based company that operates nine prisons Or jails in Tennessee, three of which it owns.
Both for the sake, of public funds and public
safety, Tennessee needs to get a handle on this
issue.
As long as these institutions operate within
state borders, the state must have some say about
how they operate, who is held there, and what
happens in the event of an escape.
July 29 - The Blade, Toledo, Ohio, on Woodstock:
You can't go back to the garden. Not if the
garden is Woodstock. Instead of a love-in, this
year's 30th anniversary of the historic 1969 festival ended with looting and violence.
About 225,000 people attended the event, which
had little in common with the original other than
the, name.
This time around it was-neither stardust nor
golden. The concert-goers were reportedly searched
at the gates to ensure they were bringing in no
food or drink.
And the musical acts reflected the times: Fewer
songs of peace and love, more songs of alienation and angst. Some of the bands that performed
even egged on the rowdiest of the fans.
The weekend was simply an excuse to party
at a long rock concert.
No one will remember the performances 30
years from now, not in the way that today we
recall such epochal musical moments as Jimillendrix reinventing the national anthem.
Observers at this year's fest say conditions were
squalid and the food and drink were overpriced.
But poor conditions don't excuse rioting. They
don't excuse violence.
If there is going to be another festival next
year, fine. Just don't call it Woodstock. That's an
insult to the name.

,

Aug. 2 - Star Tribune of Minneapolis, on
Kathleen Soliah:
Despite their mustiness, the criminal charges
against Kathleen Soliah remain capable of stirring
great passions.
People disagree wildly and persistently about
whether she should go to prison, be placed on
probation or perhaps sent on her way with a
movie contract and a good-neighbor award.
These long leaps to judgment have one common factor — an assumption that the facts necessary to decide Soliah's fate are already known.
Some would lock her up on the basis of a 23year-old indictment (not a conviction, mind you).
and pay no attention to what she has done with
her life since then.
Some would set her free because she's been
such a great mom and community asset, and forget about what she might have done all those
years ago. Why waste time on something as cumbersome as a trial?
The problem with such reasoning ought to he
obvious, as it surely would he with a more ordinary case, or a more typical defendant.
Justice can be punitive or it can be merciful.

but it must first be just.
This requires a certain respect for the truth,
and in turn a careful effort to find out the facts
and weigh them in relation to one another. Both
sides need to back off and let this process take
its course. ...
Aug. 2 - Chico (Calif.) Enterprise-Record,
on Hillary Clinton interview:
The late comedian Flip Wilson used to get
laughs on his 1970s TV show by explaining away
his mischief with the line "the devil made me do
it."
Now comes Hillary Clinton, the first lady of
the United States, with an even more uproarious
line in explaining her husband's sexual escapades,
including that with a White House subordinate
young enough . to
-his-daughter-ahat-led-to his impeachment.
What made Clinton do it, says his betrayed
wife, was an emotional tug-of-war the president
had at an early age between his mother and grandmother. ...
As Mrs. Clinton tells it, he has remained a
victim of this trauma in adulthood and has therefore been personally unaccountable because he has
helplessly tried to please all women with his philandering.
However, says Mrs. Clinton, dutifully confessing her love and- understanding,he- has bravely iffutilely attempted to escape this hold on his behavior. And besides, she says, he is such a wonderful leader! ...
Mrs. Clinton, not surprisingly, clearly gave her
interview to a magazine that she considers sympathetic to her, seeing as how it is owned in part
by a corporation whose head is raising money for
her in her effort to be a U.S. senator from New
York.
Was this interview, then, politically calculated?
Of course it was, everything the Clintons do is
calculated for political advantage. ...
Of course, if the consensus comes up negative,
Mrs. Clinton can just excuse it all away by explaining that a childhood episode involving her own
grandmother made her do it.

July 21 - The Herald, Everett, Wash., on
marriage:
Despite what some cultural anthropologists say,
the institution of marriage is still a significant rite
of passage in American culture.
A recent report released by Rutgers University's National Marriage Project concludes that "the
institution of marriage is in serious trouble" because
people are taking longer to get married.
What the writers of the report fail to realize
is that people are taking longer to get married 6ecause
they want- it to last, not because they don't believe
in it.
More often. men and women are realizing that
it's OK to postpone getting married while they're
pursuing an education, establishing a career and
finding themselves.
In the 1950s, it was more socially correct to
marry and then do all those other life-altering
things.
Young adults today are recognizing that a marriage can be stronger if two people join in wedlock after going through a few major life experiences on their own.
About 40 percent of the young adults who are
marrying today grew up with only one parent in
the household.
They know how tough it is to live through a
divorce and the last thing they want is to experience it again.
As a result, they know that marriage is fragile and they only want to enter into it if the are
convinced it's the right thing to do.
The Rutgers University study interprets this as
a decline in the impopance of marriage as an
institution, but it is jua the opposite.
Marriage is considered more sacred today and
people are saying they would rather not enter it
at all than enter it with trepidation.
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Grandma off the hook
WASHINGTON (AP)
Call
it the Grandma factor.
Beyond the usual suspects in a
sexual fling like President Clinton's with Monica Lewinsky, the
first lady suggested that her husband's impeachable conduct could
be linked to childhood conflict
between his mother and his grandmother.
Then she said she didn't mean
it that way. And he said she'd
made no excuses for conduct that
was inexcusable.
Whenever the tale of two Clintons subsides, something happens
to stir it again. In this case it was
Hillary Rodharn Clinton, who chose
to address in a magazine interview -the Marital problems she'd
earlier insisted belonged in a zone
of privacy.
That line will be hard to hold
now on the "listening tour" in
which she is readying a campaign
for the Senate in New York. Her
Talk Magazine interview became
the prime topic of TV and radio
talk shows.
One theory is that she was trying to pre-empt the question in order
to shelve it as she seeks to succeed Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, in a 'state where she's never
lived or worked. But it had hardly come up in the month since
she set up her Senate campaign
exploratory committee and started
her campaign travels.
Republicans said she would only
succeed in stirring the issue, not
solving it.
Either way, Mrs. Clinton's talk
with Talk must rank as the oddest of candidate interviews.
In it, she seemed to deflect the.
blame for Clinton's marital infidelities with a venture into amateur- psychology — something she

and the president dismissed and
sometimes denounced when others tried it on them.
At the outset, when Clinton was
dishonestly denying his affair with
Monica Lewinsky, the first lady said
a "vast, right-wing conspiracy" was
trying to stir scandal against him.
His cover stories and testimony
were, what_ &ot him in_Fipc4ched by
the House. The -Senate acquitted
him.
"He couldn't protect me and so
he lied," Mrs. Clinton told Talk
writer Lucinda Franks.
Besides, there was grandma,
Edith Grisham Cassidy, and her
bitter argument with Clinton's
mother, Virginia. over her second
marriage.
"He was so young, barely four,
when he was scarred by abuse
that he can't even take it out and
look at it," Mrs. Clinton said in
the interview. "There was a terrible conflict between his mother
and grandmother. A psychologist
once told me that for a boy, being
in the middle of a conflict between
two women is the worst possible
situation. There is always the desire
to please each one."
Clinton's spokesman said that the
president takes responsibility for
his own actions, and that he was
comfortable with his wife's account__
Apparently she was not, at least
with the way it was interpreted.
So two days after it was publishedi-hei-spokeswoman, Marsha
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Berry, said it was being misinterpreted as an excuse for his behavior.
Mrs. Clinton didn't disavow
what she'd said in interviews conducted last spring and published
on Sunday. "She did not say the
president's childhood in any way
caused his behavior, nor does she
believe that," Ms.
In Jamestown'', N.Y., on Wednesday, the first lady did more finetuning.
"Everybody is responsible for
their behavior and I am a very
strong proponent and believer in
personal responsibility, so I hope
that people will take that message
away from this," she said.
Clinton said so, too. "I don't
believe that anybody could fairly
read the article and think that she
was making any excuses for me,"
he said at the White House. "I
have not made any excuses for
what was inexcusable and neither
has she, believe me."
More questions, but no more
answers. "Look, I think that I have
said all I need to say about that,"
Clinton said.
Mrs. Clinton said she believed
that the country had put the matter behind it.
"I have as well," she said.
Keeping it there in the clamor
Ora-New 'York Senate campaign
will not be easy.
But at least Grandma Cassidy
is off the hook.
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Debate to preview election
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
veto clash now taking shape, Republicans intend to trumpet the benAP NEWS ANALYSIS
efits of tax cuts for individuals,
families, students and others. President Clinton and Democrats will
talk darkly of a GOP plan that
DAVID ESPO
shortchanges Medicare, Social
Associated Press Writer
Security and other programs Americans hold dear.
The outcome of their struggle and the stars ... for special inter- are both expected to make appear- will determine not only the fate ests all over the country."
ances in scattered locations around
—But if1-were-a-student in school, the country,of tax cuts and other major leg----- islation over the next two months, if I were a senior citizen on
The GOP message will be that
but also help shape the 2000 elec- Medicare looking for prescription Republicans passed tax cuts only
tion campaign that will decide con- drugs, if I were a farmer, if I after proposing "lock box" legistrol of the White House and Con- were just about anybody but those lation that sets aside $2 trillion in
few thousand people who are going projected surpluses to be availabl
gress.
e
"I hope the president will not to be beneficiaries of this major for Social Security reform.
veto this," Texas GOP Rep. Bill rip-off, I would wonder whether
Then, sometime this fall, after
Archer, the chief House tax-writer, or not the sun and the moon and the veto has faded from the headsaid of the $792 billion measure. the stars will be available for lines, Republicans in Congress on
"Every income taxpayer in Amer- them," he added.
the Cafe hand and Clinton on the
GOP leaders hope to secure other will have to decide whether
ica will get relief in this bill."
But Clinton has repeatedly said final passage for the measure by to reach across party lines and
he will cast a veto, and Republi- Thursday or Friday. It won't be attempt to fashion a compromise
cans crafted a final House-Senate sent to the White House until after that would cover tax cuts, Medicare
compromise designed to maximize Labor Day, though.
and domestic spending as well.
That way. rank-and-file Repubthe political price that he and his
Divisions are likely in both
Democratic supporters will pay for licans can spend the August con- camps on that issue.
gressional recess describing the benit.
Some Democrats favor passage
Tax rates would come down by efits of the measure to their con- of a middle-ground tax cut. OthI percentage point, a reduction stituents. And Clinton would be ers can be expected to oppose
that means higher proportional cuts deprived of a headline-grabbing compromise, believing it would
for the lowest bracket than the veto ceremony with GOP law- only help the image of House
highest. The marriage penalty would makers dispersed and unable to Republicans. But they are already
be eliminated. The self-employed respond effectively.
nervous that Clinton will decide
would be allowed to deduct the
"It's very good for- us to take to work with the GOP, as he did
full cost of health insurance pre- this tax message home," said Rep. on welfare reform in 1996 and
miums from their taxes. The cost Roy Blunt, R-Mo., the chief deputy the balanced budget agreement of
of education would be cut to stu- whip of House Republicans. "If 1997..
dents s.who borrow money. Indi- we want to give money back (in
As for Republicans, some previduals would be permitted to con- tax cuts) as the first priority and fer to let the issue ride through
tribute more money to tax- they want to spend it, that's a the 2000 elections, confident it
deductible retirement accounts. good issue for us."
will give their presidential nomiFarmers would benefit.
It is a theme that Republicans nee and congressional candidates
Clinton and Senate Democratic stress. "We want to cut taxes and a winning hand. Others, princileader Tom Daschle previewed the the president wants to spend (the pally in the House, prefer accomcase Wednesday in opposition. "I surplus)," Senate Majority Leader plishment over gridlock to show
will refuse to sign any plan that Trent Lott, R-Miss., said recently. they can govern effective
ly.
signs away our commitment to "That's what the fighting is all
"It's a judgment question," says
America's future, Social Security, about."
Rep. Tom Davis, the Virginia
Medicare, paying down the debt,"
Rank and file lawmakers will Republican who chairs the GOP
the president said.
be supplied with material for their campaign committee.
And Daschle said the measure appearances back home, while
The fate of the GOP majority
offered "the sun and the moon "Speaker Dennis Hastert and Lott may turn on the
answer.
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letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mlt@murrayledger.com
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I knew we did not have much rain during July, but I did
not realize it was so low until John E. Scott, local weather
observer for the National Weather Service, brought in a copy
of his July records.
We had a total of 4.36 inches of rain during the month.
Rainfalls were 1.74 inches on July 1, 1.41 inches on July 2,
and 1.21 inches on July 24 as listed on Scott's report. The only
thunder was reported on the three days it rained. The highest
temperature was reported at 103 on July 30 and the lowest at
62 on July 13. The average temperatures for the month were
a high of 93 and a low of 73.

Band Boosters to sell cards
The C4tuway Cuuuty. Band Boo ters
I be setting -the-1,99=2000 Laker Band discount cards at Wal-Mart Supercenter and
Kroger on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Cards are also available from any band booster.

Joe Kissel, right, starts to plant a red bud tree, donated by Hoffman's Nursery, to the Pre-K classroom at Wee
Care Child Development Center. Kissel explained the growth
cycle of the tree during the week's study of plant life.

4-H members plan car wash
The Calloway County 4-Hers will have a free car wash this Saturday and again on Aug. 14 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Wal-Mart.
Donations will be accepted for the upcoming trip to the Kentucky
State Fair Aug. 20 and 21. All interested 4-H youth are encouraged to attend.

Kentucky woman
meets with officials

CCHS Class planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1990 is gathering current names and addresses for its 10-year reunion in 2000. Any
families having current addresses of class members are asked to
call Brian or Jennifer Eells at 759-1098 so they can be mailed a
reunion letter.

Fire District 5 will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 will meet Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 6 station near Lynn Grove. Al) residents of the Kirksey and Lynn Grove districts are urged to attend.

Fire district meeting scheduled
- Calloway- County- Fire Protection District for Hazel and Harris
Grove is scheduled to meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Taylor Store
substation.

Lassiter Cemetery meeting planned

The annual meeting will be at Lassiter Cemetery. west of Crossland on State Line Road, on Aug. 14 at 10 a.m. Persons unable
to attend the meeting are_asked to mail their donations for the
maintenance of the cemetery to 011ie Hall, 708 Goodman, Murray.
KY 42071.

will be on Aug. 28
Mr. and Mrs, Dave Morris of Evansville, Ind., and Jack Napier of
Temecula, Calif., announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Chrystal Leigh Napier. to Ryan Matthew Clark, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Clark of Murray.
Miss Napier is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Morris
of Evansville, and of Jesse Napier and the late Mrs. Napier of Lexington.
Mr. Clark is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Roberson of
Theodosia, Mo., and of Mrs. Elizabeth Clark and the late Eugene
Clark of Toledo. Ohio.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of North High School, Evansville. She is employed at Murray Day Care and Pizza Hut, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of Murray High School and
attended Murray State University. He is employed at Pizza Hut.
The wedding will be Saturday. Aug. 28, 1999. at 2 p.m. at University Church of Christ. Murray.
All relatives and friends -are in‘ ted ro attend

Old Salem Day planned

Janis E. Murphy of Department of Elementary and Secondary Education at Murray State
University and member-at-large
of American Association of University Women, met with Sen.
Jim Bunning, Rep. Ed Whitfield,
and the staff of Sen. Mitch
McConnell on June 22 while in
the nation's capitol, Washington.
D.C., for the AAUW's biennial
national convention.
Dr. Murphy was one of nearty L000 AAUW leaders from
around the country to converge
on Capitol Hill for AAUW's
Lobby Day to voice her opinion
'on legislation that will affect the
lives of women and girls, specifically Social Security reform.
AAUW has_ called _on—Congress to protect and strengthen
Social Security benefits for
women and children and has

warned that proposed pmatized
accounts to replace Social Security in part or in whole would
jeopardize benefits for elderly
women.
While at the convention Dr.
Murphy also heard Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Baker Ginsburg and
actress and activist Jane Fonda
discuss the changing status of
women in law, politics and education.
AAUW. representing 150.000
college graduates and more than
1.500 branches, is the nation's
leading advocate for education and
equity for women and girls.

Old Salem Day will be observed on Aug. 15 at noon at the
Old Salem Cemetery in Calloway County. A potluck meal will be
served at noon. All persons with an interest in the cemetery are
invited to attend. If unable to attend, donations for the maintenance
of the cemetery may be mailed to Jack Dodd. 692 Locust Grove
Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
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75Z-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you

Ages 0-5
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Call For Openings

Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
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Get$10 Savings!
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Matinees Everyday

Inspector Gadget
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Dan Granstaff
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PG13 - 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:20 • 930
• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

9F1071610k_t2TIM

Order our book through our secure web site www ,icoenney.corn
Gift Certificates Available - Payments accepted on JCPenney accounts

PG- 1:20 - 3:35 - 7:15 - 9:35

••••••••••••••

513 S. 12th St. • 270-753-4461

Show Time 7:00 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
August 6, 1999 August 7, 1999

Deep Blue Sea
American Pie
R - 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15

k7EA

Teena Young
Johnathan Creek
Bluegrass Band
John McMillen
Dahn Lemoine

Artist Showcase is hosted by: Dahn Lernoine/Manag-mg
Editor of Murray Life Magazine
Pem•IN Lay00
,
0 n,

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER • (270) 759-1400

Hudgins/Pam's Deli And
.For Reservations:(270)759-1752
Playhouse In The Park

Delicious Desserts by: Pam
—

Cake:

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Anderson plays
waiting game
with recruits

Five get first-team honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Last year's finish in the Ohio
Valley Conference football race was so close, the conference coaches and sports information directors predict
it will happen again.
The announcements were made at today's media day
activities.
Murray State is picked second in the preseason poll
behind defending champion Tennessee State. the conference-armounced today:- • •
MSU finished second to TSU last season when the
Tigers claimed a thrilling 46-44 win at Roy Stewart Stadium.
TSU picked up 12 first place votes and 95 total points
while Murray State had two first place votes and 77
points.
Five Murray State players have received preseason
All-OVC first-team honors.
On offense, running back Justin Bivins, wide receiver Terrence Tillman. center Jason Williams and kicker
Greg Miller were all named to the first team, while
Beau Guest was named to the defensive first team as a
defensive back.
Racer quarterback Justin Fuente received honorable
mention, as did defensive tackle Steve Williams.
Bivins. a 5-9, 190-pound senior from Dolton, Ill., led
Murray State in rushing a year ago with 720 yards.
along with three touchdowns.
• See Page 7

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Tevester Anderson is playing
the waiting game.
While one of his Murray State
basketball recruits, Chris Shumate,
has qualified to play this season.
the immediate future of the other
four is unknown at this time.
Antione Whelchel and Kevin
Paschel came up just short on
their final SAT test attempts, and
on the NCAA's old "sliding scale,"
the two would be partial qualifiers.
But Anderson said the NCAA
will release a new scale - which
determines an incoming player's
eligibility based on standardized test
scores and high school grade point
average - sometime this fall. Until
then, Whelchel and Paschel will
enroll at Murray State and be able
to practice with the team until a
final ruling is made.
"There's an injunction right now,
and a lot of schools are dealing

Murray State tailback Justin Bivins (40) was one of five Racers who
received preseason All-OVC first-team honors from league coaches
and sports information directors.

Hardaway deal to
Suns looks imminent
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
option on the table.
AP Basketball Writer
"He's told us he ‘+ ants to be
The Orlando Magic have a here. We've finalized the contract.
choice: Pull the trigger on a trade and now we're waiting for °dartsending Penny Hardaway - to _ do to pull the trigger.- Suns pres-.
Phoenix or pull the plug on the klent Jerry Colangelo said.
whole affair and let the one-time
There --was-talk that- Orlando
superstar fend for himself on a
might, out of spite, throw a wrench
less-than-open market. •
into Hardaway's plans — and
"It's a huge decision for us,
Phoenix's — by refusing to sign
obviously.- said general manager
and trade him, thereby forcing
John Gabriel, who was spending
Hardaway to sign with Chicago.
nearly all his waking hours in his
the Clippers or Toronto if he wantoffice, talking with team personed anything approaching the sevennel and representatives for Hardyear, $92 million deal he would
away. "I was in here until midget from Phoenix.
night with the coach (Doc Rivers)
Gabriel., however, said WCI4 -41
trying to. work this mit:"
All but one of the teams that scenario would "probably not- hapmade bids for Hardaway dropped pen.
out of the picture by Wednesday
A Hardaway trade would send
morning, leaving Phoenix's offer Orlando deep into a rebuilding
of Danny Manning. Pat Garrity mode, with three starters from last
and draft picks the only decent season gone via trades.

NOTICE
cDYS
s Le 4--2_10
Tommy Hilfiger, Nautica and now POLO!

SCOTT NANNEY,Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Peggy Shoemaker watches her drive off the 11th
tee during play in the Betty Shepard Memorial Golf Tournament held Wednesday at the Oaks Country Club.

with this," Anderson said. "The
injunction will end in October, but
the NCAA is really tight-lipped
right now. I think they'll both be
able to play this year, though."
Meanwhile. Lennart Christensian
of Denmark has yet to take the
SAT, which he will have to take
in Denmark; and Chiwale Bedeau
of Trinidad is waiting for his eligibility to be decided by the NCAA
clearinghouse.
"Lennart has a - high enough
grade point average to qualify, he
just has to take the SAT," Anderson said. "As far as Chiwale, we'll
just have to wait and see what
the NCAA says."
Anderson said all of the eligible players from last season are
in good shape academically and will
be back with the Racers for the
upcoming campaign.
Anderson recently returned to
Murray after a recruiting trip that
spanned most of the month of
July.

1995 Toyota
Land Cruiser Wagon
Stock #03751
White
4 Door
4 Wheel Drive
A/C Pwr. Windows/Locks/Doors
Tilt/Cruise
AM/FM/ Stereo Cass/Compact Disc
Leather
Dual Pwr. Seats
Sun Roof
Tachometer

break, was hardly impressed,
"Right now, what does it get
me?" Oates said. "It is part of
our goal. We want to have homefield advantage. But other than
feeling good about how we're playing right now, it gets us nothing."
The Rangers can only hope that
their success against remaining foes
matches their domination of Minngsota. Their string of wins against
the Twins are the most in a season against one team since winning II straight against Oakland
in 1977.
"If I had a vote. I'd say they
are the best team in baseball,"
Minnesota's Denny Hocking said.

copuLfn
Complete Computer Systems Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Instoliator
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store ServIce • Apex Internet Sign-up

Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

753-4961

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
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McGwire, Gwynn
inch closer to
historic marks
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
It would only be fitting if the
greatest home run hitter and the
best average hitter of this generation reached their career milestones on the same field on the
same day.
Mark McGwire hit his 499th
career home run Wednesday night
and Tony Gwynn had a grand
slam and two singles, giving him
2,998 career hits and leaving both
players poised to make history when
they play again in St. Louis tonight.
"It would be great," Gwynn
said after the Cardinals beat his
San Diego Padres 7-6. "But you
kind of feel guilty because this _is.
Mark's town. I wish we could
kind of each have our moment.
but I just want to get this done.
"I just want to get two hits.
take my bows and move on."
There's no place McGwire would
rather be than at Busch Stadium,
watching Gwynn's quest for 3,000.
Never before has one player reached
500 home runs and another reached
3,000 hits in the same game.
"If you love the game of baseball, I would think you'd try to
find a way into the ballpark."
McGwire said. "It should be exciting."

Gwynn got a standing ovation
after each of his hits, which left
him two shy of becoming the 22nd
member of the 3,000-hit club. His
third career grand slam in the fifth
inning put the Padres ahead 6-3
and drew an even larger ovation
from the 43,546 fans.
'1 can't explain it;"-Gwynn said.
"You could not envision what happened. It's a great, great feeling
because I'm not at home."
McGwire was having a quiet
night, going 1-for-3 with a basesloaded infield single. before hitting a 1-0 pitch from reliever
Donne Wall (6-3) an estimated
436 feet over the bullpen in left
field in the seventh inning.
It was McGwire's 15th homer
in 20 games and No. 42 of the
season, keeping him even with
Sammy Sosa, who homered earlier in the day for the Cubs. McGwire's one homer away from
becoming the 16th member of the
500-homer club, and he even
pumped his fist as he rounded the
bases.
•
"Why can't I show emotion"
McGwire said. "Why is it out of
the ordinary? I've put my fist in
III See Page 7

Rangers in tie for best record
By BRIAN OREFICE
Associated Press Writer
Somebody should remind the
Texas Rangers that Cleveland and
New York are supposed to be the
class of the 'American League.
Esteban Loaiza pitched six
shutout innings Wednesday night,
and Texas improved to 10-0 against
Minnesota this season as the
Rangers beat the Twins 3-1 and
tied the Indians for the best record
in baseball.
The Yankees sit a half-game
behind both teams.
Texas manager Johnny Oates,
whose team has won four in a
row and is 17-3 since the All-Star
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"These guys are playing with a
purpose."
Texas has built a nine-game
lead in the West thanks in large
part to a 20-5 record against the
Central.
Loaiza (4-1) was a big reason
for the team's latest victory. Working around inconsistent control —
he walked "five — the right-hander allowed two hits to the Twins
in winning his fourth straight decision.
"Anytime you get six shutout
innings, I'll take it," Oates said.
"Five walks are too many, but the
defense bailed him out. I'd like
him to throw more strikes."

In other AL games, it was
Boston 7, Cleveland 2; New York
8, Toronto 3; Baltimore 9, Oakland 5; Anaheim 4, Kansas City
3; and Tampa Bay 7, Seattle 1.
Jeff Zimmerman pitched two
innings and gave up Hocking's
home run in the eighth. Wetteland
pitched the ninth for his 33rd save,
completing the combined four-hitter for the Rangers.
Rafael Palmeiro's sixth-inning
sacrifice fly broke a scoreless tie,
and Mark McLemore added a tworun single in the seventh.
Brad Radke (8-10) allowed three
runs and nine hits in 6 1-3 innings
for the visiting Twins.

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Rev. Calvin Clark welcomes all
of his former friends and customers from West Main Digo to

Deb's Coastal
753-7333

%4.

Rev. Calvin Clark

New Yo
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Boston
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the air before."
Heathcliff Slocumb(3-1) worked
I 1-3 hitless innings for the victory.
In other NL games, it was New
York 9, Milwaukee 5; Pittsburgh
3, Atlanta 2; the Cubs 5, Montreal 1; Los Angeles 2, Houston
I; Cincinnati 6, Colorado 3; Arizona 8, San Francisco 4; and
Philadelphia 4, Florida I.
Mets 9, Brewers 5
Robin Ventura homered for the
seventh time in eight games and
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Tillman, a 5-9, 170-pound junior from Memphis, Tenn., led MSU
in receiving with 670 yards and
seven touchdowns last season.
Miller, a 6-1. 170-pound junior
from Murray. led MSU in scoring in 1998 with 75 points, converting 15 of 19 field goals and
30 of 34 extra-point kicks. Miller
was a first-team All-OVC selection at the end of last season.
. Williams, a 6-3, 270-pound senior from Hopkinsville, was a steady
performer at center last season for
the Racers and was a second-team
all-conference pick a year ago.
Guest, a 6-1. I90-pound junior
from LaGrange, Ky., led Murray
State in tackles with 114 last year,
despite missing a game with
injuries. He also had a fumble

Kenny Rogers ( I -0) earned his
first victory in the NL as New
York completed a three-game sweep
at Milwaukee.
The Mets, 16-4 since the AllStar break, increased their lead in
the NL East to two games over
Atlanta.
Marquis Grissom, Jeff Cirillo
and Geoff Jenkins homered for
Milwaukee, which has lost five
straight and 10 of 12. Kyle Peterson (1-2) took the loss.
Pirates 3, Braves 2
At Pittsburgh, John Smoltz (8-

recovery.
Fuente, who transferred from
Oklahoma, set a new Murray State
single-season passing record a year
ago with 2,895 yards, breaking
the old mark of 2,802 yards set
by Michael Proctor in 1989.
Fuente also had 23 touchdown
passes with just 11 interceptions.
He completed 220 of 395 passes,
a 55.7 percent clip.
Williams, who also transferred
in from Oklahoma. was a solid
defender at tackle a year ago for
the Racers with 28 tackles and a
fumble recovery.
After Tennessee State and Murray State. the remaining predicted
order of finish (in descending
order) is Eastern Kentucky. Eastern Illinois, Western Kentucky,
Tennessee Tech, Southeast Missouri and Tennessee-Martin.

Have A News Tip...Call 753-1916 ex. 27

5) remained winless in six starts
since June 18 as Pittsburgh took
advantage of second baseman Bret
Boone's throwing error to beat
Atlanta.
If the season ended after Wednesday's games, the Braves would be
out of the playoffs for the first
time since 1990. Atlanta, which
has won seven straight division
titles, is three percentage points
behind the Reds in the wild-card
race.
Todd Ritchie (10-7) gave up
two runs in eight innings and Mike
Williams pitched the ninth for his
16th save.
Cubs 5, Expos 1
Sosa hit his major league-leading 42nd home run and struggling
Steve Trachsel(4-14) pitched a fivehitter at Chicago.
Sosa led off the sixth by hitting an 0-1 pitch from Jeremy
Powell (0-4) into the left-field
bleachers to give the Cubs a 3-0
lead.
Dodgers 2, Astros 1
At Houston, Kevin Brown
pitched a four-hitter to continue
his recent mastery of the Astros.
Brown (12-6) has won his last
three starts against Houston. including a 2-1 victory with 16 strikeouts while pitching for Sail—Diego
in
playoffs.

Holland, The Hassle
Free Grilling Solution
Whether it's a backyard barbeque for the
winning team, or a poolside get-together,
The Holland Grill is the easiest, safest, healthiest way to
make your cook-out a success. Most foods never need
turning. Guaranteed performance.
•Cooking Gnd and Burner Guaranteed For Life
•Models Available in L.P or Natural Gas
•Heavy Steel or Stainless Construction
The only Grill
GUARANTEED
not to flare up!

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE
101 Industrial Rd.• Murray
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.

PRICE CUTTERS • MURRAY. KY
EVERYTHING MUST Go!

Sponsored Br;

Haverstock and Suitor
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUES
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New York
Toronto
Boston
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

60
50
545
6
49 5426 1/2
58
47
60 .43917 1/2
44
64 407 21
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
42 607
65
—
Chicago
51
54 486 13
Kansas City
45
62 421
20
Minnesota
44
62 41520 1/2
Detroit
42
65 .393 23
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
42 607
65
—
Oakland
56
51
523
9
Seattle
53
54 495 12
Anaheim
45
61
42519 1/2
Wednesday's Games
New York 8, Toronto 3
Boston 7. Cleveland 2
Baltimore 9. Oakland 5
Texas 3. Minnesota 1
Anaheim 4. Kansas City
Tampa Bay 7. Seattle 1.
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Detroit at Baltimore. 6 35 pm
Boston at Anaheim. 905 p.m
Chicago at Oakland, 905 p.m
New York at Seattle. 905 pm
Only games scheduled

National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
43 606
66
Atlanta
64
45
587
2
Philadelphia
48
59
551
6
Montreal
41
63 39422 1/2
Florida
41
67
38024 112
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
65
43 602 ,-Cincinnati
43
62
5901 1/2
S1 Louis
55
53 509 10
Pittsburgh
53
53 500 —VI
Chicago
49
56
46714 1/2
Milwaukee
49
57 _462 15
Well Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
61
48
560
San Francisco
57
51
5283
San Diego
57 467
50
Colorado
47
60
439
Los Angeles
47
439
60
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 5. Montreal 1
Philadelphia 4. Florida 1
Pittsburgh 3. Atlanta 2
Cincinnati 6. Colorado 3
New York 9, Milwaukee 5
Los Angeles 2, Houston 1
— St —Louis 7. San Diego 6
Arizona 8, San Francisco 4
Thursday's Games
Colorado at Cincinnati 11 35 am
Los Angeles at Houston, 12 35 p m
Montreal at Chicago. 1.20 p m
Philadelphia at Florida. 605 p m
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, 6,05 p m
San Diego at St Louis. 7 10 p m
Only games scheduled

LESS THAN 3 WEEKS TO LIQUIDATE EVERYTHING

WIlieuLL Tao lkIllbemuu
Including Store Fixtures

Discountsof.....

25%OffOffof Whol
5010Off 75%Off
esale Prices
Brand New Sofas!
Brand New Loveseats!
Brand New Recliners!
Brand New Settee's!

111101411fillie
4,Lighting Fixtures

wvwv stihlusa.com

Great Christmas & Halloween Selections

75%Off
All Halloween Costumes
Its the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

egett .54;frofe4te4 61 ?teat 7/tereitA44tea4e qieweAleoeci!

PRICE1U1TER SEAR I110111DATORS
Central Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky Only
650 North 12th Street, in old Kroger Bldg.• 759-5815
Closed Monday • Tues.-Fri. 10-7 p.m.• Saturday 9-6 p.m.• Sunday 12-5 p.m.

753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
Ad Deadlines
Deadline Day & Time

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run

r 1 it.m
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m
Twills. 3 p.m
' Wad. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m

All 3 Ads Mrs, ROI Wuhan 6

S2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday t Shopping Liuitic

tay

Lint A $615) nunimum I si day 6t per word per day for each arkboonal ,onsocuto,
S2 00 extra lot S
(Toes Classifieds. . krito S...•
Gude)S2 00 extra toe Wend boa ad,

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

As representatives of the Calloway and Murray school systems, we
want to express our gratitude to the doctors and their staff members
who provided physical exams for our student athletes on July 10, 17
and 24. Under the direction of the Calloway County Medical Society,
the doctors and their staffs performed the medical exams free of
charge for both Calloway and Murray students. This support now
has been provided by the CCMS for eleven consecutive years. And,
these free exams have an annual value of over $25,000.
Over the years the medical society has worked with the athletic
directors from the two schools to streamline the examination process
by making free exams available to the largest number of students on
a schedule that accommodates both the doctors and the students.
Families can now count on having free exams offered on the three
consecutive Saturdays following the fourth of July.
Thanks again to the Calloway County Medical Society for taking the
lead in organizing free physical exams for student athletes in the
Calloway and Murray school systems. We ask the parents to take the
time to personally thank these medical professionals for their generosity. As a small token of our appreciation, the doctors and medical
staff persons who provided the free exams will receive complimentary passes from both school systems to attend athletic events in 19992000.
Sincerely,
Bill Cowan, AD, CCHS
David Carr, AD, Murray High

9-14 ears

&cause aloved one is gone.
Those we Love can never be,
more than a thought apart.
For as long as there is memory,
they'll live on in our heart.

LEGAL NOTICE
Ain) final settlement

of accounts has been
filed
in
Calloway
District Court by
Dana Adams Crouch,
Administratrix, 98-P00218 of the estate of
Hugh
L. Adams,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 20,
1999.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
ni final settlement
of accounts has been
filed
in Calloway
District Court by
Howell
R. Clark,
Administrator, 99-P00010 of the estate of
Mary Elise Clark,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 20,
1999.
Ann Wilson,
;------Circuit Court Clerk

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get
the
facts
from
Lifehouse 753-0700
NOTICE
August special at Hair Art
Buy one get one FREE
New Deepshine shampoo
or conditioner by Rusk.
Dixieland Center 753-6745

PEACHES: Tree ripened
and table ready! Selling in
Murray on 641N next to
Pockets Shell. On Mon.,
Wed., Fn.& Sat. Sunday's
are a possibility throughout August. Look for our
bnght YELLOW peach
trailer loaded with beautiful
& tasty fruit. Glohaven,
Daleicious.(A beautiful,
tasty peach discovered in
Bremer Orchard as a
limb mutation in 1988) and
Yakima Hale are now
available. Sun Glow
nectarines are npe for the
next 10 days. This is our
final nectarines of the
season Biscole, Redskin
Hybrid by approx. August
2-12; Cresthaven by
August 5-15, Belle of
Georgia and Elberta will
follow by August 7-16,
Finale by August 20th:
Sweet Sue by August
22nd: Encore by August
25th: Our Peaches are
available 7 days a week
till Labor Day at our
Farm Sale Center, 10
miles Northeast of
Metropolis On Illinois
Hwy 145 Save this ad
for future reference!
DALE BREMER ORCHARD
OF METFIOPOUS!
1-618-524-5783.

ROOMMATE Wanted to
live in the best home in
Murray! Own room furnished all appliances! Call
759-4846

LOST
Female Beagle
named Katy. Last seen between Southwest School
and Stella 759-9256

$1111101111111111111111/
Enter Pee Wee
Pool Tournament
at Corner Pocket
in Almo
Those we Love remain with us,
for Love itself lives on.
Cherished memories neverfade,

"BELIEVE it or not you can
buy a new home withou
perfect credit Call Rick for
details Johnson Dream
Homes 901-642-2210,
WHEN THE BANK SAYS
"NO"- Call us, Consolidate
debt 100% & 125% loans.
purchase and refinance.
turned down elsewhere?
Little or no equity, loans for
all credit Midwest National
Mortgage Banc, Inc Call
toll free, 888-548-8308
HUD License #7284000005. HUD
License
*11501-00003

On August 7th
starts at 1 p.m.
Entry fec. $3.00
Winner receive
$25.00
ALT EHA IONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine? Stop paying full
price
for
Albuterol.
Atrovent, etc. Solutions
Medicare will pay for them
We bill Medicare for you
and ship directly to your
door MED-A-SAVE
800-538-9849.

Peaches, Nectarines,
Tomatoes & Vegetables
2 miles west of
Mayfield
Also located at
Farmer's Market
Place

270-623-8312

Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than

DRIVERSNational
Distributors new plan!
Singles =.30 cpm. Teams
=.35 cpm. Trainers =.25
cpm (all miles) South &
West Lanes, conventional
tractors. Great benefits
800-334-9677 ext. 596 or
522.
DUE to rapid expansion
Coldwell Banker Woods &
Associates Real Estate
has openings for sales
associate Call 753-1651
for appointment
DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start 32c- 36e a
miles + benefits. Call 800444-6648.
DRIVERS, OWNER
OPERATORS- No escrow,
base plate free, equipment
insurance, home weekends, 2500-3000 miles per
week, planned back hauls
L&N Transportation, Inc.
800-632-4332 Louisville.
KY

**ATTN: STUDENTS**
$10.00 BASE/ APPT.
**27 OPENINGS**
Flexible iiy/ School
Schedule
Customer Service/ Sales
Conditions Apply
270-443-2376
Check Out www workforcestudents.com/ ndd

TRANSIT DRIVERS
WANTED
Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is accepting applications for part time
driver. MCTA's operational
hours are Monday through
Friday, 7:00 am to 5:00
pm. Applicants must be
able to work flexible hours
and special assignments.
Work hours can be as few
ATTN:
Trainees/ as three hours or as many
Experienced
Kentucky as eight hours per day as
truck drivers. Experienced demand dictates. Pre-emdhvers earn $978+ a week. ployment drug screen and
CDL training provided for physical including hearing
and vision exams are retrainees. No high school
quired.
diploma
required.
No All applicants must have a
employment contracts!
-Valid Dhvers License
800-675-6995.x
-Safe driving record
AVON PRODUCTS- Start -CDL License or be willing
your own business. Work to attain license within six
flexible hours. Enjoy unlim- months as a condition of
employment
ited earnings Call toll free -Knowled
ge of city streets
888-942-4053.
and county roads
BUSY physicians office MCTA participates in ranseeking motivated, organ- dom drug screening and is
ized person to answer an Equal Opportunity Employer.
phones,
appointments, Applicatio
ns are available
front reception functions in the Murray Calloway
and general clencal duties
Transit Authority Office,
Full time M-F Excellent Weeks Community Center.
benefits Send resume to 607 Poplar, Murray.
PO Box 1040-0 Murray.
Ky 42071
CLERK III and
Administrative Secretary
III. Full time positions with
benefits. Two years college, four years office/
secretanal experience
Supervisory experience
preferred Excellent typing,
communication, organizational, computer skills,
Microsoft Office preferred
Keyboarding test required.
Salary $7.88 per hour.
Apply at. Human
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY 420713312. An EEO, WF/D, AA
employer.
DRIVER, Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages! Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377). E0E.
DRIVER. CONVENANT
TRANSPORT$1,000
sign-on bonus for Exp
company drivers 800-4414394, Owner-Operators,
call 888-667-3729 Bud
Meyer
Truck
Lines
Refrigerated Hauling, Cali
toll free 877-283-6393 solo
drivers and contractors
DRIVER,
Experienced
Drivers, $1,000 sign on
bonus, 39C a mile and
assigned conventionals
0/0's- 82e a mile, paid
fuel taxes, base plates/
permits and zero down
lease
option.
Proline
Carriers 800-277-6546

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a New questions you may qualify for pretarred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
roles at dfferent ages for $4000 policy

CATFISH Dinners nightly
at Sandra D's Diner- Hwy
94E 753-FOOD

BEANIE BABIES — NEW RELEASES
Birthday Bear•Flutter the Butterfly•Lips
the Fish •Schweetheart Buddy •Inch Buddy
Lots more other bears & beanies Cases & tag
protectors Lots of bears

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

Trolinglers, Paris, TN. Hwy.79 N.
Fn. 1-6 p.m.• Sat. 9-6 p.m.

Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-4554199

The ideal'candidate will be a mature, self-motivated individual
willing to work in a fast-paced environment. Must possess
excellent oral and written communication skills and the ability to work flexible hours.
Requirements include a minimum of 2 years Cost Accounting
experience preferably in an industrial environment. A
Bachelors degree in Accounting or related field.
This position will report to the Plant Manager and the duties
will include:
•Maintaining Bill of Material for products.
•Plant comparative reporting.
•Monthly budget meeting with management.
•Periodic cost review meetings with management.
We offer a competitive starting salary with an attractive
fit package including:
•Paid holidays & Vacations
•Medical & Dental Benefits
•Prescription Card
•401k and Pension Plan
+ Life/Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance
•Long-Term Disability
+ Health/Dependent Care Reimbursement
•Travel Insurance
Pre-employment drug testing is required. Candidates should
submit a resume to:

ROLLINS Transportation

Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
Attn: RR MGR
P.O. Box 116
Hickory, KY 42051
E0E/M./F/1-1

Services is Currently seeking expenenced Single and
Tearn OTR Drivers for our
MURRAY, KY operatoon

WE OFFER:
.$40,000 per year
aver.
•Excellent Benefits
•Paid Holidays
*2 weeks Vacation
after 1 year
*Company Paid
Pension Plan
•Safety Bonus
*Late Model
Equipment
•Off 2 Days Per Week
•Union Job-Local 227
WE REQUIRE:
.2 years' experience
in last 5 years
•Minimum 23 years of
age
*Good Dnving Record
*Pass DOT
Physical/Drug

DRIVERS, Due to expansion of our fleet Star
Transport is now hiring
OTR drivers. No experience necessary will train.
Full benefits, good miles.
For more info on this
unique opportunity call
888-877-9348 or 800-5486082 IL.
DRIVERS, HOME EVERY
WEEKENDCompany
drivers, start 32c a mile
(Includes 03 bonus) Free
insurance Excellent benefits Owner operators 82C
a mile ( Includes 02c
bonus) Paid fuel taxes and
tolls Insurances available
EPES Transport 800-9486766

LOCAL
route
driver
Fulltime, health insurance
paid.No layoffs. Send
resume to P.O. Box528

DRIVERS- Are You earning
over $35,000 a year? Why
not? Others are & so can
you! No expenence necessary Call 888-645-8505

•4 Week Programs
*Day or Evening Classes
*Job Placement Assistance

00
CALL NOW! 270-744-8866

West Kentucky
Technical College

MARTHA'S
Restaurant
needs experience breakfast cook. Apply in person
at 1409 N 12th

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
Partner for Learning position, Regional
Alternative Education Center. Bachelors
degree in social work, criminal justice, education, or related field required. Middle
School or High School certification preferred.
Serve as liaison between the home, AEC and
referring school system; promote positive
attitude in students and parents toward
school and importance of education. 175-day
position.
Minority applicants are encouraged to apply
Approximate start date - August 23, 1999
EOE
Send letter of application and resume with
three references to:
JAYNE CRISP
WKEC
338 SPECIAL EDUCATION BUILDING
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MURRAY, KY 42071-3340

-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
Kimball•Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
?i Z.1

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

NEED a
industrial
Shifts"
People
Between
12. apply
12TH St.
NEEDED
will get p
100% na
ommen
3713.
NOW a
lions for
help. Ap
D&T F
Murray.
NOW hi
dancers
Lady, Pa
644-0107
necessa
NU
PAN wo
shifts. P
but will tr
lob. N
mature
would en
the elde
environm
son onl
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Dr, EIDE.
OFFICE
working
Microsoft
plus der'
hours. St
hour. Se
Box 368,
OPERAT
experien
hoes. Ap
Fern
Louisville.
OTR Driv
experien
Benefits.
pay. Ho
ends. 1PART- Ti
tionist n
for busy
Requires
organizati
resume &
P.O. Box
KY 42071
PRESSM
progressi
newspa
to operat
Communi
resume
Advocat
Mt. Sterli
contact G
606-498MAKE A
A DIFFE
for a S
a special
rewarding
House
givers for
tial scho
challenge
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time posi
time can
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campus
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consecuti
off 5-7
can be s
Experienc
is helpful,
Excellent
with extra
mg, utiliti
sion, me
school,
meals an
facilities.
ers welc
informati
Michelle
Stewart
"Special
People!"
EIDE.
METABOL
off MSRP,
one over 1
back guar
from
th
lndepend
only.
Distnbutor
DRIVERS
drivers up
Owner0
a mile!
time and
Call Heart!
free 877-7
SIRLOIN
hiring da
and cashie
son Monda
Shopping
SPORTSM
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needs stor
of season t
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For Safi
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Pomba

Farhat
EARN $8001 Week- Dnving
over the road! No experiDIRECT TV, mini satellite 9000 Ford Tnaxle Dump MUST See!
Unique style. 2BR, upstairs No pets. NICE, 2 bedroom, 1
bath
ence?
No
dish, $59 Lowest price ruck Used daily, 14ft bed 16x80 Mobile
problem!
home 3br, 2 $285, month & deposit duplex Stove & ref
75%
tires
A.C.
Stereo, air
W/D
Training
evert This week only 800opportunities
bath Shingle roof, vinyl 489-2296
SUBS
hookup 5 minutes North of
gauge $15,000 1-901available with tuition reim459-7357 nat-1
siding, 2yrs old 16x16 2BR duplex Cambri
782-352
TASTE
dge Murray $250 00 deposit
THE
4
SUB
THAT'S
bursement! Call
USA
E-Z
Compute
wood
Credit
r free
deck, small covered Subdivision $425. 753- $27500
TOASTING THE COMPErent 489-2918
Truck 800-237-4642 exV
Internet, new complete
front porch Privacy fence, 6156
TITION & FIND OUT HOW
NORTH WOOD
2512
Muskat
and
EASY IT IS TO OWN
system, no money down,
landscaped in a very quiet
3BR 2 bath Very nice Cambndge 2BR 1 bath
YOUR OWN BUSINESS
119 Main • 753-6266
EXCITING Pan time posifree lifetime technical supneighborhood on a 1/2
Excellent location
lyr lease No pets Extra
tions open for energetic
port $1500 in software, PIANO For Sale. Console acre lot. 4 miles from town.
• OVER 500 UNITS
753-5344
nice 435-4294
13'X27' STORAGE buildOPEN
self starters to change
apply toll free
AMS Excellent condition Zero Call
767-9094
after
•
Work
FINANCI
559-997
NG
0
down,
assume
low
ing with 10'x1O• overhead
payadvertising, distribute samComputer Brokerage •
3-30p.m
RED
OAKS
APTS.
AVAILABLE
ments. See locally.
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath Fully
door More info, Rogers
ples, & do merchandising
800-856-5611
Spacial
• LOW START-UP
USED Homes. 121416'
1-800-437-9757.
equipped kitchen including
Enterprises 753-5140
in your local food or drug
COST
$100 Deposit
G E. Refngerator 18.2cu.
wides See Dinkins Mobile
• PROVEN
microwave Washer and
stores Must be 18 or older
1BR From $280
C-STORAGE
ft. New $375. Love seat, RENT- A- Piano. $25 Per Homes, Inc. 2427 E
CONCEPT
dryer, carpet and tile Yard
month.
Please call 800-568-6999
New
10x15 storage units, 4th St
2BR From $325
&
used
brown/ tan near new $100.
Wood Street, Pans, TN. 1• NATIONAL TV
maintenance
included
Piano's for sale Tuning & 800-642-4891
& Sycamore E Next to
Call Today!
ADVERTISING
FRIENDLY
Hardin. 437-4215
TOYS
&
Security deposit and lease
repair. 1-800-745-6819
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-8668.
GIFTS- Has openings for
OP
LARGE
EN
Selection
HEAVY Metal wall & floor
of No pets
753-3571
party demonstrators &
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts
Energy efficient homes
753-9240
cabinets. $20. to $60.
HOUSE
managers! Home decor,
now accepting applications
CREEKV
IEW
Remember no one, no EXTRA nice 1 br.
Heavy duty 110 dryer on
Thursday, August 12
1 bath, for 2Br apartments Apply
gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
$20-$40
Per
month
where,
has a better hous- appliances furnished, with
rollers. $60 Pair- Wood
7:00 RM.
cash, trips, recognition.
at 906 Broad St Ext EHO
Behind
Tom's
Grille/
SPINET
ing
Console
Piano
value
Dinkins
Mobile w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
end tables. 2 drawers,
Holiday
Free catalog information
Shoney's
On
VERY
Center
nice
2br,
11/2
bath
for
sale.
Take
Homes,
small
on
Inc. 2427 E Wood lease, 1 month deposit
nice. $60. Bentwood rock800-488-4876.
Express
Drive 759-4081
Townhouse. appliances
payments. See locally.
Street. Paris, TNer. Like new $50. 2200
753-2905
3994 Hinkleville RD.
HELP Promote World
furnished with w/d, central
MURRAY LOCK
1-800-3
1
43-6494
.
-800-64
2-4891.
BTU air conditioner, needs
EXTRA nice 28R 2 bath gas ft/a, $500, 1 month
Paducah KY
Peace by hosting a high
& STORE
MOBILE
fan
motor.
HOME
$20.
One
room
LOANS
duplex
w/ garage 1706 deposit, lyr lease No pets
RSVP
school exchange student!
Presently has units
50/0
110
down.
air conditioner. Works
Refinancing/ Oakhill 753-7457
Call (270) 436-5800
Don't miss this opportunity
753-2905
available 753-2905
Equity Loans Free sellers
good. $140. Old radio &
(800) DELI-Subs
FOR Lease: Large 1500sq. VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
to broaden your horizons.
NORTHWOOD
storage
kit.
turn
Land
table.
or
Wood
home
cabinet. A BEAUTIFUL CANDLEloans. ft Duplex 2br, 2 bath,
www.quiznos.com
Beginning August. Call
duplex w/garage, applipresently has units availRepo and assumable garage.
$35. 100 yr. old Lumber for LIGHT- Old
A ISE ,
Large wood deck, ances furnished, central
Fashioned
800-sibling.
able 753-2905 or 753loans.
arts & crafts, oak & poplar Weddin
Green
Tree range, refrigerator, dish- gas h/a,
www.aise.com
g Chapel overlooklyr lease, 1 mo
7536
will sell cheap. Call 901- ing
Financia
l,
800-221-8204. washer & microwa
river,
Smoky
ve deposit No pets 753HERE'S Your Chance to
CoMpaing
800-554-8717.
247-5810.
C/H/A.
Mountai
$600.1 rent/ deposit. 2905
ns, TN. Horseget into a new 2000 model
1989 GATEWAY 14x80,
Available Sept. 1st_ Rent/
OFFICE staff. Must have year tractor. Earn up to 37 GATEWAY Computers... METER Base & pole for drawn carriage, cabins, 38R.,
2 bath, ref., range,
temporary service
deposit. 753-7953.
Jacuzzi, ordained ministers.
working knowledge of cpm to start/ full family New, factory direct.
d/w H-3 Coach Estates.
$0 759-0220
For flint
no tests. Heartland
FURNISHED lbr apt.
Microsoft Word and Excel benefits/ great home time! money down. Some
credit
753-8001 or 753-3938
NEW 8hp Techumeeh 800-448-8697 (VOWS).
Utilities paid No smokers
plus clerical skills. Flexible Don't delay. Call Artic problems okay.
Pentium-Ill
Entrance. BUY or lease City bes
http://www.heartlandwed after 500.
or pets. lyr lease, month PRIVATE
hours. Starling at $7.00 per Express 800-927-0431.
500- low monthly pay- Horizontal engine. New
1994 SUNSHINE 16x80,
ding.com.
3.8hp Vertical engine.
deposit For more info, Access to kitchen, bath- location Plenty of parking
hour. Send resume to P.O. INSTALLER'S NEEDED ments. Ask
about waiving
3br, 2 bath. C/H/A, Jacuzzi
Rogers Enterprises 753- room & washer/ dryer. Solid building 2 story
753-2930.
Box 368, Murray, Ky 42071 FOR SATELLITE- DSS, first payment. Call
A GATLINBURG WeddingOMC:
$170 monthly. References 2500 sq ft per floor
vaulted
ceilings,
oak
cabi5140
SAWMILL $3795- Saws Beautiful candle lit cereOPERATOR & Laborers, and Dish. All of Kentucky. 800-477-9016.
required. 753-3973.
Outside-inside entrance to
nets. French doors, apple
logs
FURNISHED 2br. 1 bath
into boards, planks, monies, from simple to eleexperienced case back- Must have own truck and
KELLERS
upstairs. suitable for living
ances included. $21,900.
ROOM
for
Rent$125.
Per
beams. Large capacity. gant.
Central gas H/A, Coleman
hoes Apply at 1272 Old tools. Only dependable
Video's,
p hoto"
Computer Store
month. Deposit required qtrs , office. Store on court
21-2521
Best sawmill values any- graphs, receptions, honey- 1-888-6
RE 759-4118
Fern
_
Valley
Road, apply. Plenty of work. Call
Sales/ Service
square Pans, Tn. Owner
1/2
utilities. 759-3768.
1997
16x80
where. Free information. moon cabins & suites...
Fleetwood
Louisville EOE Employer. 800-250-7735.
LUXURIOUS 2BR units
436-5933
financing possible Call
SLEEPI
3br. 2 bath Sell Price
NG
800-24
Norwoo
room
2-7115
d
Sawmill
Bands
of
s,
90
Available now $550-$695.
OTR Drivers wanted. 1 yr. INSTRUCTIONAL LOOKING For
753-1300 or 1-888-367a comput- Curtwnght
Drive
k3, Gold Wedding Chapel. $23,500. Must be moved.
Also 1BR A4/ toff office $150/mo Coleman RE,
experience
required. Assistant needed- Position er? Good or bad credit.
6757
Contact
Eva Smith.
753-9898
Amherst, NY 14221, 800- www.bandsofgold.com
Under cover
parking
Benefits. Great starting off requires working with a We finance Call TennTE
K 578-1363.
489-2366 after 2p.m.
ADORABLE
Coleman RE 753-9898
AND
pay. Home most week- diverse group of students 1-800-741-9983
Pats & Supple.
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE AFFORDABLE
WED- 1998 16x80 Legend. 3br. 2
to meet physical and learnends. 1-800-742-5181
NEW 1br apartment. All
MOM COMPUTERS
bath
.
5,000+
Must
DINGS!
be
sizes.
In
moved
the
40x60x14,
Smoky
ing needs; some lifting
appliances
PART- Time office recepfurnished.
Onsite Sales And Service $9,094;
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup50x75x 14, Mountains Log Chapel. All $24,000. obo . 435-4401 .
Including
w/d
$325./ 1499 OXFORD Drive in pies 8 weeks
tionist needed Mon.- Thur. required Applicants must
Parts, Upgrades, Installs
old. Shots &
$12,275
service
,
s
provide
50x100
d.
2BR,
x16,
have
1
a
bath.
high
month 1 month deposit & Canterbury Subdivision.
12x60. $1150.
school diploma
for busy Medical Office.
Hardware And Software
wormed $150. 247-2041.
$16,879.
60x100x16, Including formal wear, hon- obo 753-8251
or equivalent. Interested
lyr lease. 436-5725.
3br. 2 bath 21/2 car
Requires computer and
Phone 0 759-3556
$18,261.
AKC Registered
Mini-stoarge eymoon rentals Ordained
organizational skills Send persons should apply at
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- garage. $750. 759-4081.
Pager 742-1552
buildings, 40x160, 32 units, ministers. Dollywood counGolden
the Murray Board of
Retriever
resume & references to:
4br
2,
3
&
4BR
house
houses,
lease &
Mobile Homes For Refit
w/washer &
PACKARD Bell Legend $16,914. Free brochures_ try. Before deciding, 800Puppies. Dark & light
P.O. Box 1040-M, Murray, Education, 208 South 13th
dryer, furnished, near deposit required
725DX PC. complete with www.sentinelbuildings.com 262-5683.
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Golden. Will be ready
KY 42071.
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
753-4109
2BR In The Country
DOS<
Windows
3.1, Sentinel Buildings, 800- GET MARRIED- Smoky
St 753-1252 before 5pm, 2BR 1 bath No pets,
August 21st. $200.
INSUR
ANCE
759-9989
PRESSMAN Needed at
Sales Netscape,
Explorer, 327-0790, extension 79.
Mountains, areas most
753-060
after
6
5pm
Serious
deposit
inquiries only!
progressive
&
referenc
community Representatives- Tired of Quicken,
2BR,
e
11/2 bath_ $260/
MS
Works,
beautiful chapels. ordained
489-6186
newspaper. Must be able prospecting? Discouraged Eudora e-mail, faxing soft- STRAW
NICE
Call
2BR
270-47
month.
duplex.
$300/
4-8340.
3br,
2
bath.
Good
for sale. $2 00/ ministers,
complete
to operate a four unit Goss by call backs? Want to be a
neighborhood/ near shopmonth. 753-6012.
ware, 2 disk dhves, 28.8 bale Call 489-243
Please leave
arrangements,
honey6
if
no
Community press. Send part of a system that elimi- kbps modem. Internet answer
ping center. $375 a month
message.
moon/ family
leave message
cabins, 3BR, 2 bath C/H/A, gas
resume to Mt. Sterling nates both? Dynamic ready, complete with momplus
deposit. No pets. 753City
water, near lake with
breatht
aking
AKC
Rottwei
views
ler puppies.
SWEET
corn
County Line
Advocated, P.O. Box 406, young company offers: 'tor, cables, printer, disks,
2967
Wedding
2 male Rottweiler puppies
arrangements stove, refrigerator & dishClose
Produce
to
,
campu
Hwy.
121
s
N
&
in
Health
benefits
,
training, everything. $350. Call 753Mt. Sterling. KY 40353 or
NICE Quiet apt for rent_
for sale Parents on premMurray (St. Leo's Church) 800-893-7274. Vacation washer. Large yard. $500
4 BR 2 bath.
high commissions, no cold
contact Glen Greene at
5778
plus deposit. Call
753-5731.
lodging,
ises 6 weeks old Ready to
489-221
1
yaryi & pest
calling. Call Bob Taylor,
606-498-2222.
270-644-1886.
1BR apt available: all appli800-634-5814
go. $275 Call 753-8809
ma,
-!cman
ce
888-340-3242
Monday
ances furnished. Mur-Cal
days or 759-9040 after
NICE
2br.
no
pets
PANAM
CITY
A
BEACH
1109 Olive St
,
MAKE A CHANGE, MAKE through Fnday for personal
WOLFF TANNING BEDSRealty. 753-4444.
5p.m.
753-9866
A DIFFERENCE!- Looking local interview.
Tan at home Buy direct Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
5500/mo. - 12 mos. 1BR
CASH paid for good. used and save!
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale
Efficiency
Apt.
for a Special People to fill
Commercial/ Resort from $69 (some NICE Clean 7 Miles East
SINGERS!
S500 dep.
Gospel, rifles, shotguns, and pisAugust 7-8 Executive Inn
restrictions apply.).Pools, of Murray Linzy Beane Furnished, includes water.
a special need. Unique and
home
units
from
$199.
Low
Country. Call 800-339- tols. Benson
16041/2 Miller. $225.100's of birds, toys, and
river ride, hot tub, suites
436-2582
Sporting monthly payments.
rewarding opportunities for
Call Jim
Free
4204 for appointment to Goods.
$250
per month. No pets.
cages for sale
tiki
bar
519
800-488
S.
12th,
-8828
House
parents/
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 peoCare come
color catalog. Call today
753-83
00
days
to Nashville and Murray
901-878-1307
753-0932 or 753-5898
www.sandpiperbeacon
givers for private, residenple $225'mo 753-6012
800-842
-1310.
759-9579 after 5 p.m
audition for Major record
www.bor
Deposit
dshows.com
COM
Require
d
tial school for mentallyHOMESITE
wanted.
producers. vow.; wcin ac
challenged children and
COCKER Spaniel pups
1BR
Would like to purchase at
like
WEDDI
new,
dishwas
NG
BELLS
her,
THE
IN
160
Black & white and blonde 8
adults. Full time and part
wid,
least 20 acres with mature
available
SMOKIES- A unique wednow
070
Hams Furnishirige
weeks old 492-8518
time positions. Ideal full
Coleman RE 759-4118
trees
and
rolling land. No
ding chapel offering everyDomestic &
Houses
For
Rent
JERRY'S Country Living
time candidate would live
more than 6 miles from
thing for less Special offer:
DOG
Childcare
obedience classes or
1BR
Universi
ty
Hgts
Lots for rent with water &
on the beautiful 850 acre
Court Square. Contact 2PC living room group, Ceremony, pictures, video.
private Serving Murray 17
stove/re
2BR
f
rig
Brick,
W/D
dishcarport,
11/2
sewer
Double
& single
campus
located
Renee at Coldwell Banker $14.95/wk. Call 753-4663 flowers $115 Give us a
in BABYSITTER Needed to
washer. Leaseideposit No bath, C/H/A, appliances & years 436-2858
wides 270-527-8808
Frankfort, Kentucky 20-23 12 month old in our home. & Associates. 753-1651
BEDROOM group, $15/wk call 800-922-2052
pets. $325
yard maintance included PEG'S Dog Grooming No
LOT for rent 492-8488
consecutive days and be M-F. 13 miles East of
2Br apt. in country Stove/ No
WANTED Old toys, before Call 753-4663
pets
In
town tranquilizers 753-2915
off 5-7 days. Schedules Murray. Send info. to P.O.
LOT For Pent 753-9866
refrig.
1970's, 759-3456
W/D
hookup Deposit/Reference
Call REGISTERED
Pointer
Box
390, Murray, KY
can be somewhat flexible.
Lease/deposit. No pets. 753-6397
HIGHLAND House couch
Puppies for sale All pup150
Experience in health care 42071. Returne and/or ref$250.
Business
dr matching love seat. 16X80. 3br. 2 bath All
3BR. 2 bath. Living room, pies have had their first
Midra
is helpful, but not required. erences preferred.
-26-r. -downtown. Stove/ kitchen, dining,
Excelle
nt
conditio
applian
For
n.
8iiia
Soft
ces
753-639
family shots If interested call
0
Excellent benefit package CLEANING houses is my
refrig.
Furnished
neutral color. Priced to sell
room
Laundry, 2 car Russell Duncan at
with extras, including hous- business Reliable Call 18" Direct
Office Space Lease/deposit No pets garage Huge patio Hwy 436-2287
T.V. Satellite 753-4216.
ing, utilities, cable televi- Linda 759-9553
$265
Systems. Single system
Various size units
641S 4 miles from Murray
LARGE while washed oak
sion, meals and use of CLEANING houses
8-5 M-F 753-4937
is my only $59.00. Two box sysCall 492-8120.
Walnut Plaza
and stone coffee table &
school, cable television. speciality. 6 yrs. experi- tems
$149.00 $00 worth of
1BR, Furnished 5 miles
end tables Ideal for office
1992
BEAUTIFULLY decoratATLANT
meals and use of school ence. Referen
104
N.
IC
5th
ces upon free
programming.
from campus Barn & pasor large room $175 Call
ed/renovated home in
facilities. Retirees and oth- request. April. 759-932
753-8302 or
BY
CHAMPI
ON
www.integratedsatellite.co
0
ture space available $325/
753-5644
poplar subdivision. Mature
ers welcome For more
753-9621
I Do House Cleaning Have
month includes utilities
800-325-7836.
16x80 3 BR, 2
information, please call,
landsca
ping, over 2000
NICE
king
size
waterbe
d
Restrictions may apply.
reliable
435-4236
references
OFFICE or retail space in
sq.??. 3BR. 2 baths LR, DR,
Michelle
bath,
vaulte
W.
Tackett, Reasona
w/ mirrored and lighted
d
ceilble prices
1994 MOTO 4 Four wheel2-bath, FR, eat in kitchen.Full wall
Stewart Home School
Southside Shopping 2-BEDROOM.
headboard Call 759-4994
ings, all appli- the
437-4708
er New tires, good condibrick All kitchen appli- of bookcases/ built
Center
"Special Care for Special
753-450
in desk
9
VERY Nice couch & chair
ances. washer dryer, walk- in FR 40x20
ances, service
People!" 502-227-4821. IN Home licensed DayCare tion.
ft. deck and
$150
Dryer
$75
Works
400
in closets.. yard main- 11x20 ft screene
now has openings With
753-5318
EOE.
d in
pole. Lists for
well 767-0614 ask for
daily activities in play, art & 1997 & 1998 retired
tained, located on quiet porch. Att garage.
Yard Sale
call
Erica or Randy After 6p m
$22,000, will sell
dead end street. 1-yr
753-1641 or Lynda at 759METABOLIFE 356@ 30% preschool curriculum 767- Beanie Babies
for $16,000 OBO. Retail space in lease, no pets. Deposit 2001
2 TWIN box springs $25
off MSRP, no limits to any- 0791
180
Bel-Air Center required $475.00 per NICE 2br. 1 bath W/D
one over 18 30 day money WILL Clean your home each. King size bedroom
Leen & Gerden
month Call 270-753-1155
Very
reliable,
furniture
reasonable
Dresser, armoire,
back guarantee Available
hook up Stove & refrigera2,400 sq. ft. Newly
days. 270-753-1623 leave
nightstands $500 Barbie MURRAY Tractor
from
this
Metabolite rates 753-3802
tor furnished On North
141/2 HP
messag
e
renovated between
Independent
Distributor WILL Do house cleaning. Jeep $60 Baby Swing 42" cut Excellent condi- A T TN
16th Close to MSU $350/
Home Buyers
207 S 11th. 2br Duplex
only
800-653-5595 ironing in your home Also $5.00. 759-5958
805 Vine St.
month Call 753-6855
Come & take a look at what
tion $750 759-8252
Food Giant and
lyr lease, no pets $310/
Distnbutors needed
babysitting at night
$351.69 a month (w a c)
30TH Anniversary Gator
REDECORATED 3Br 1
Fri. & Sat.
month 753-3415.
Sewing
270-474-2131
can buy A 28x58 3br, 2 Murray
National MAC Tool box
bath in city. Stove/ref rig
DRIVERS OTR Company
2BR Duplex, C/H/A Gas w/d Lease /deposit
6 a.m.-?
bath double wide Island
Black, less than 3 months
Center.
$485
drivers up to 39c a mile'
appliances. W/D & yard 8-5 M-F 753-4937
kitchen, separate dining
old
Collector's
item.
Owner Operators up to 83c
Furniture, housemaintenance included No
area, large master bed100
$2300. obo 901-247-5536
SMALL 2br house W D
a mile! Excellent home
items, clothes,
hold
1964
FORD
lkooloat
pets
4000
$360/
room.
Glamour
month
plus
bath.
vinyl
ATTN Tobacco Farmers
hook up, perfect for stutime and great benefits
WI loader New trans,
crafts.
5300/ deposit
baby bed &
siding, T.V A energy rite 120FT X SOFT Concrete
OOPoduni
lY
Tobacco
slabs
for
sale
dents Close to University
Call Heartland Express toll
motor, front tires
home For more info Call block building. 2500 sq ft. 270-926-4427
accessories, to
270-522-7584
on quiet street $375/
EXCELLENT PROFITSfree 877-783-7483 EOE
in sales & office area.
$6700 00 Call
Steve at 901-642-4466.
2BR duplex, central h/a, Deposit & $375/ month
270-522-8313
much to mention
Log Home Wholesalers
3500 sq ft in storage
759-9600
HOT!
appliances
HOT!
HOT!
furnished
DEALS!
Call
Join proven 18 year Log BEANIE Baby Collection
area.
Gas
SIRLOIN Stockade now
heat,
Ig
1969 FORD 2 Ton truck, 4 Summer blow out on all
Available now Coleman 753-7535 after 6pm No
parking lot. Located on S.
Manufacturer, 16 Kiln-dried Over 80 Beanies seeking a
hiring daytime grill cook
tobacco scaffold wagons, homes in stock There has
RE 759-4118
pets Must have refer4th Building can be
good
home
Several
log styles starting $12,190
and cashier Apply in pertobacco sticks, fertilize never been a better time to
divided Call 753-0839
ences
retirees
,
includin
2BR,
g
bears
bath
1
w/carpor
t.
Exclusi
ve
territory
son Monday-Friday Bel-Air
Mr
buggy, 14 foot I H disk buy. Homes have been
or 436-2935
central h/a, appliances furBuck 800-321-5647. Old Sorry will not trade or sell
Shopping Center
(270)75
3-3229
reduced $1 000's Low
separate
ly $450 Call
nished, $475/mo, lyr
Timer
Log
Homes.
SPORTSMAN'S Anchor
COMPLETE Irrigation sys- interest rates Easy financ753-4899
lease, 1 mo deposit. 753Apartmen
308 N. 8th St.
t&
For
Resort, at Jonathan Creek,
Rant
tem Hard-hose tropelar, ing Now is the time to buy
2905 or 753-7536
COUCH And matching
needs store clerk balance
pipe,
existing
or
trade
your
pump
now
Call
Fri. 7:30-5
chair (pastel), recliner
of season through October,
VENDING Machines:
For more Info Call Steve 1 OR 2br apts near down- NOW taking applications
492-8790
Neon Beach
chair, matching end tables
for
1,
2
&
3br
apartme
with opportunity for rehire
nts
town Murray starting at
M&M Mars
Sat. 8-12
IRRIGATION MACHINE at 901-642-4466
and
cocktail
Mini-Storage
table
Apply
at
in March 2000 Needs to
Mur-Cal
50 locations $800-$1200 Japane
Center pivot, water reel, -HUGE 32x48 new. full fur- $200/mo 753-4109
se
hand
Crafts
painted
man 10 inch
Apartments
have typing and computer
All Size Units
902
solid monthly income
slurry reels Call Hughes nished home (1 only) first
lamps Sony 12" color TV
2BR, central gas h/a, appli- Northwood
skills Call (270) 354-6568
Equal
Dr
Availab
band
le
Cost $2995
saw,
lots of
Farms
Services 753-4095 come, first serve Ask for ances
Sewing machine, lady's
furnished $300/mo Housing Opportunity 759for application and interwww vendingroutes corn 26" Schwinn
Teddy,
Johnson
Dream
TOBAC
other
CO
bicycle.
lrngatio
items
n sys759Coleman RE,
.
2
45
910
84 TDD# 1-800-247view M-F only. 9-5
-800-963-6123
Homes 901-642-2210."
2387
tem & pipes 753-8582
753-9898
NEED applicants for 110
industrial positions
-.3
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call
People Lease 753-0017
Between 9-4 M-TH Fn. 912 apply at 1406 E North
12TH St. Murray
NEEDED 29 People who
will get paid to loss weight
100% natural, doctor recommended Call 888-5883713
NOW accepting applications for meat department
help Apply in person at
D&T Foods 623 South 4th,
Murray
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.
NURSES AIDE
PRN work as needed, all
shifts Prefer experience,
but will train. Not a full time
Job. Need flexible, caring,
mature individual who
would enjoy working with
the elderly. In a pleasant
environment. Apply in person only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.

Quizno's.
ei

EASTSIDE
liQD"

STORAGE

FOR RENT

)uld

• arning
? Why
so can
nec.es505

MOBILE HOME
FOR SALE

6

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

FOR LEASE

MOVING
SALE

753-6390

Call 753-4751

tal
•st

GARAGE
SALE

753-3853

BEANIE BABIES - NEW RELEASES
Birthday Bear• Flutter the Butterfly •Lips
the Fish •Schweetheart Buddy•Inch Buddy
Lots more other hears & beanies Cases & tag
protectors Lots of bears

Trolinglers. Paris, TN. Hwy.79 N.
Fn. 1-6 p.m.• Sat. 9-6 p.m.

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
hardwood & laminated
floors.
1 \
Residential or
t
- r.
•
Commercial
I, Is,

759-1591

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

FOR LEASE

1505 Diuguid Dri‘e • Murray, kV 42071

New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.

502-753-8556

1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

GARAGE SALE
Parkside RentA-Storage
Go behind Pagliai's

Fri. 8/6
6 a.m.-9 a.m.
Sat. 8/7
6 a.m.-12 p.m.

•
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THURSDAY, AUGUST

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

400

400
Yard Sale

400
Yard Sale

430

.

Friday-Saturday-Sunday
August 6, 7, 8

'

We're doing summer cleaning to make way
for fall & winter merchandise!
Clothing, Lawn & Garden Pet & Livestock, Auto
Batteries, Hardware AND MORE!

h .i•
•'

L

Actor

KOPPE BUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.
TWO. 2br. 1 bath apertments 1 ground floor & 1
upstairs Property zoned B2 This zoning allows for a
variety of commercial, professional or continued residential usage. Located at
113 South 12th Street
Murray Call Tom Hopkins
753-6001

1-275 acres Coldwate
area Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300
MURRAY Estates, Lynn
Grove Road 94W Great
Location for now & the
future Call 270-435-4487
or 1-888-673-0040
50 ACRES Prime tenable
farmland plus 8 acres
woods & pond
New
Providence area $79,000
492-8446

Classifieds
Office open

!

p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday
7:30 a.m. - 5

[112211Limp,ty

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-7•Sun. 10-5
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray, KY • 759-6150

s• ..1

•

t

't

GIANT MOVING SALE
Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - Noon
Corner of 641 South and Tom Taylor
Rd. 1-3/4 miles from Glendale Rd.
Solid oak den furniture. antique oak desk,
chandelier, chest of drawers, 10 old MSU
yearbooks, kitchen table, new weed eater
trimmer and edger, movie projector,
clothes, lots of odds and ends and junk.
CHEAP PRICES.

•

.44. 4*A
e

ye.,t •••:4."

YARD
SALE
D's Shirt Shop
Aurora
Aug. 5-6-7
7 a.m. til ?
Antiques, Beanies old & new, Holiday
Barbies, clothes
and misc.

YARD SALE
3 Family
Aug. 6•7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Aug. 7• 7 a.m. - Noon
3029 Scott Fitts Rd.
Take 121 S. to Cherry Corner Rd.,
left on Scott Fittp Rd.

Men & women's bicycles, craft supplies, clothes, fishing tackle, Bissel
vacuum cleaner with shampooer and
more.

YARD SALE
3176 Brinn Rd.
Past North
Elementary (16th St.)

Fri. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Huge 5 Party
Men/womens clothing, jewelry, household items, furniture,
lots of
stuff.

misc.

YARD SALE

•

3 FAMILY
2115 Gatesborough Circle
Friday & Saturday
August 6th & 7th
7 a.m. - 11 a.m.

YARD
SALE

Great selections: children & adult
clothing, athletic & dress shoes, toys.
household goods, athletic equipment,
odds & ends...BARGAINS!

(Huge 4 Party)
909-B N. 20th
Friday
8 a.m. - ?
Something for
everyone'

VA ER CI SA LE
2309 Brookhaven Dr.
Off Johnny Robertson Rd.
6th & Sat., Augat.tu
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Computer stand, desk, Home
Interiors, household items, boy's &
girl's name brand clothing (Gap,
Limited II, Polo, Nike, Guess), toys,
bike, too much to mention.
No Early Sales

YARD
SALE
St. Leo's
401 N. 12th
Sat. Only
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Everything at low, low
rates. Lowest prices

YARD SALE
Gigantic Indoor
Thursday & Friday 7 a.m. till 3 p.m.
Eastwood Christian Academy
One Mile East On Highway 94
Furniture, appliances, clothing (all sizes).
toys, crafts, exercise equipment, household items, outdoor furnishings. Items too
numerous to mention. Donations accepted. All proceeds go toward students trip to
Washington, D.C.

tr-

•

YARD SALE
Puryear Buchanan
Hwy. 2nd house
on right.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-?
100's of items to
numerous to mention,
glassware, furniture,
small appliances.
Come make offer this

."

••••'

_

stuff's got to go
/• -

in town!

YARD SALE
On Hwy. 121 at
New Concord
Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m.-?
Windows, trash compactor, plumbing fixtures. tools, building
matenal, computer
printer, antiques, basketball goal. clothing,
lots more. 436-2487

KENTUCKY Lakefront- 19
acres, $49,900. Lake properly on beautiful undiscovered lake. Small town,
country living. Meadows.
woods, views and sunset
4 seasons, year round
boating & fishing 800-8165253.

122 Aavag.
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
502-441-2253.

'•
*r•'.

.,
:

r

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

=FO.101..a.777
- 4_

•

C

Property is located at
832 Burkeen Road.
approximately
one
mile from the golf
course and the lake,
just north of Ky. Hwy.
94 East. Property is
only a short distance
from the new road to
be constructed and is
located on the intersect road - Burkeen Road.
An Energy-Efficient Duplex at the end of a private paved drive.
secluded in the midst of fruit trees, berry vines and wonderful garden spots, mature shade trees and plenty of space add to this ideal
location. Offered by the Sorensen Estate.

NS. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker

-St • 40.11P:

At The Intersection 01 North 17th Street & Highway
121 "Houseman Street" ...Si• ns Posted!?

THE YMCA OF MURRAY
IS ON THE MOVE...
Murray-Callov.ay County YMCA v.ill sell Excellent Name Brand gym
equipment to make room for their expanding facility and new equipment.

There are No Minimums and No Reserves - It will sell to the
Highest Bidder
Workout Enthusiast - This Auction Is For You The professional
gym sets are designed to last. Items will be inside and set up You Be The Judge! Check It Out.'
Included will be: Body Stepper - Recumbent - Cal Gym MultiStation - Tricep over - Cal Gym Chest Fly - Prone Leg Curl - Leg
Extension - Ab Machine - Seat Row Pull - Standard Calf Riser Lat Pull Down - Leg Press Sled - T-Bar - Incline Cal Gym - Flat
Bench Press Incline w/Bar - (2) Smith Press - (3) Free Weight
Squat - (2) Preacher Benches - (2) Tier Rack 8' - (2) Tier Rack 4'
- Lots of Hex Dumbbells - Hyper Extensions - Incline & Decline
Benches
Terms Complete Settlement Day of Sale

5 LIKE NEW DUPLEXES
7 RESIDENTIAL RENTAL DWELLINGS
NATURAL GAS • CITY SERVICES
#1 - 925 NORTH 17TH STREET
2 Bedroom Home, Nice Storage Shed, Great Shade!
Rents For $270.00 A Month!!
*2 - 1100 A & B Hutchins Drive - Duplex
Each Unit Has 2 Bedrooms, Lots DI Closets, Litany Area,
Patio,Storage Building, Appliances, Central Heat& Air
Like Nev....Each Unit Rents For $340.00 A Monne
** 3 - 1 102 Hutchins Drive
2 Bedroom Home, Carport With Storage
Rents For $270.00 A Month!
ft 4 - 1 104 Hutchins Drive
3 Bedroom Home, Central Heat & Air, Storage,
Rents For S400.00 A Month!
5 - 1106 A & B - 1108 A & B Hutchins Drive
Two - Duplexes, Four Units
Each Unit Has 2 Bedrooms, Lots Of Closets,
Utility Area, Patio, Storage Building, Appliances,
Central Neat & Air, Landscaped, Privacy...
Like New Condition!!
Each Of The Four Units Rent For $340.00 A Month!
*6 - 1109 A & B - 1111 A & B Hutchins Drive
Two - Duplexes, Four Units
Each Unit Has 2 Bedrooms, Lots Of Closets,
Utility Area, Patio, Storage Building, Appliances, .
Central Neal & Al, Landscaped, Privacy...
Like New Condition!!
Each Of The Four Units Rent For $340.00 A Month!
# 7 - 1107 Hutchins Drive
2 Bedroom Home, TVA Insulated, Storage
Rents For $270.00 A Month!
9* 8 - 1103 Hutchins Drive
2 Bedroom Home, Carport With Storage
Rents For $270.00 A Month!
*9 - 1003 North 17th Street
3 Bedroom Brick Home With Carport
Rents For $340.00 A Month!
4*10 - 1001 North 17th Street
2 Bedrooms, 1/2 Basement w/Utiltty Room
Rents For $200.00 A Month!
SHOWN' BY AIPP'0111TIVIENIT
SELLING SUBJECT TO TENANTS RIGHTS
1
1 59•D0WN,WI
TH A MINIMUM DOWN
PAYMENT OF S3,000.00 ON EACH
PROPERTY, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

(270) 251-3128

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financin.,:
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
bad credit. repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

wiggirk'

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

I -S. Hi0holl,
45 South

247-5300
1-500-574-0256

..•••
1111

Mayfield
kentucki

P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY •(270)492-87%
rr,iamalhle for way:Iota Announcements day of sale take precedence oaer all ponied 7,..arr,.1.

(.1aaa,heda

Auto Loans

Owner - Beverly DeVries

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
THURSDAY, AUG. 19TH AT 6:00 P. M.
HUTCHINS RENTAL PROPERTIES
IVIAYFIEL_D, KENTIJCICY

Join us at the new YMCA Family Center

atilM•fj,

11P''

44
e)

" i 18

• Autos
• Appliances
• Books
• Coliectbios
• Electronks
• Furniture

11111Ans swim

•

30 RV CAMPSITES • 6 CABINS

Swimming Pool- Showers- Laundry
Picnic Tables - Access To Boat Ramp
Buildings For Grocery & Game Room
Has Great Potential...Needs Some Care!

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
$2,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!

=W9WiriSeirgiiiTi rifIrWirl
ABSOLUTE AUCTION

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
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8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
THE SELLING MACHINE- 'IC
R
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

808 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY
Thursday, August 12•6:00 p.m.

eurong

7- Flt Alt IC -i- A IC IR E AIM E CII F

JAMES R. CASH
"'S'5 AUCTIONEER

"The Sound of SeUing"

••••=11....

sSUIPPincl
& Waxing
Floors
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FARRIS AUCTION

Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Siding. Wood Decks & More
ited
kos‘
DAVID HOWARD

At t
Murr
take',
to au

Mazy /keel, lirsclisencluaill lrr-aict
eirnriniltilorsaiticurs Cif "Tralicess
1:11,- Taves lEretirrier P•r-appleite-ty

responsuble for acc,dents Announcements day of sale take precedence °Yet all pnnted matenal,

Things
took Rosy
In The
(lassifieds!
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NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
THURSDAY, AUG. 17TH, AT 600 P.M.
DOGWOOD RESORT CAMPGROUND
Near Ken Lake State Park
Aurora, Kentucky • Jonathan Creek Area
12 Miles Northeast Of Murray, KY
From Aurora Take Hwy 94 SW 3 Miles To Hwy
497. "Lancaster Road", Proceed East 1 3 Miles
To Cross Spann Rd., Tum Right. Proceed .8 Mile
To Property!! Signs Posted!'

9-824 ACRES

Selling Regardless Of Price
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CALL FOR COLOR BROCHURE
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FANCY FARM. KY-270-623-8466 IJ
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'THE SELLING MACHINE
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1572 - 31'AM STREAM CAMPO
CALL FOR COLOR
REAL ESTATE TE11/1115
15% Mee,SalmiI 38 Ilsysl

At th
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JAMES R. CASH
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HOMESffES • GET AWAYS
HUNTING AND RECREATION
WOODSLAND.....AND MORE!!
9.57 ACRES • 9.80 ACRES • 9.88 ACRES
15.83 ACRES • 22.13 ACRES
Real Estate Sells At 10:00 A.M.

"The Sound of Selling"

N

dish

offer
$108

In 5 Tracts & Combinations

51. I/an Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice

Howard's
-jI Construction
Home Improvement

pla
gara
kite

67.22 ACRES

P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY •(270)492-8796

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.

(
r
O
Toted Cleaning Service
750-4222

Carpet &
Upholstery
(Pet Odor)

From Draffenville "h-Iwy 68-641' Take Hwy 641
South 1 3 Miles To Hwy 795 At The Pepsi Terminal
Proceed NW On Hwy 795 2 5 Miles To Property
From Benton Take Hwy 641 North 1 9 Miles To Hwy
795 At The Pepsi Terminal" Proceed NW To
Property From Sharp Take Hwy 795 South 6 Miles
To Property Signs Posted"

FARMS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

T

2400
living

cnoN

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY, AUG. 14111, AT 1000 IL.M.
The powerfrean Property
"A Little Marshall County Ride Away"
Near Draffenville, Kentucky

Terms: 20% Down Day of Auction. Balance Within 30 Days.

C

BRING the kids to this 1
1/2 story 4BR "HOME" with
Waverly eat-in kitchen,
playroom, walk-in pantry.
Newly decorated top to
bottom Lots of storage.
Fndg , stove, dishwasher.
Brand new Garner unit .2
sheds Approx. 2 acres.
Kirksey area $75,500 .Call
489-2356

ABSOLUTE A

Being Auctioned from
the Calloway Inn
(Formerly Holiday
Inn of Murray), U.S.
Hwy.641 S. at
Glendale Road.

A

38R 1 1/2 bath 1561 sq ft
2 large LR Fenced in
backyard, full
carpet,
C/H/A, bock extenor Close
to MSU campus $79,500
Call 236-9071

_
aztv eririTiriErFitUTrireEifing-1ir4

Note Sale Location.

'a 4

460
Home For Bait

GEIOSOLD

Come Join us in the comfort
of this very nice facility.

SAVE $195 with this 2x2

Have Mops
Will Trcrvel

'
General Cleaning
'
Churches
•Residendel
ICOMf11811:illi
-Bonded &
Insured

BY owner 3yr old custom
waterfront Keniana. 3BR
4 bath, office, dock, rail and
HOME For Sale, 4BR, 21/2 more. 189,900
bath,
brick,
tri-level, (270)436-2007
2600sq ft. Great location in
town. $116,000. 1615
Cardinal. Call 753-2052 or
759-8354.

Signs posted on property

Call 753-1916 For Details

All Types of

FOR Sale. 2br brick home
803 Vine Street, 1 block
from hospital $45,000
Call 753-8900 or 753-0071

Five (5) ± Acres in a Private Setting with Duplex &
Large Metal Barn.

5

'
S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

BY owner 802 Olive.
Charming older home
Recent
improvements
Fish pond, secluded back
yard. garage 38R 2 bath
$80's 753-8799

Thursday, August 19•5:00 p.m.

440

1

NEAR MSU. Nice 3br, 1
1/2 bath Bnck. New C/H/A
& roof Hardwood floors
$65,000 753-3584

Near Aurora and Beautiful Kentucky Lake.

WATERFRONT Bargain Beautifully wooded with
long pnstine shoreline on
spectacular 35,000 acre
recreational mountain lake
in TN. Enjoy 18 hole golf
course right next door!
Includes paved roads, utilities, soils tested. Perfect
for vacation.: retirement
home. Excellent financing
Call Lone Mountain Shores
now 800-704-3154, ext
3912

BEAUTIFUL Wooded hillside. 2 up to 17 acre
tracks Restricted. 5 minutes West of town. 1 track
with stocked pond, well &
septic. Call for your pnvate
showina today. 753-2905.

OWNER:
Newly
BY
redecorated 4br, brick.
C/H./A, full basement, on
3 acres. Also new Berber
carpet throughout home.
Located 3 miles from KY
with
Lake
Hwy
94
frontage. Nice country
home. $63,500. Call
270-767-9750.

FOR sale by owner- 1665
Calloway Ave Less than 2
blocks off MSU campus
Bnck veneer covered carport Owner built Approx.
2000sq.ft 2Br. 1 1/2 bath,
Ig paneled den. Newly
repainted inside & out Call
753-6098.

MINI-FARM

WATERFRONT BargainBeautifully wooded with
long pnstine shoreline on
spectacular 35,000 acre
recreational mountain lake
in TN Enjoy 18 hole golf
course right next door!
Includes paved roads, utilities, soils tested Perfect
for vacation/ retirement
home Excellent financing
Call Lone Mountain Shores
now 800-704-3154, ext
3912

Lets FOr Sala

1499 OXFORD Drive in
Canterbury Subdivision
3br, 2 bath Large eat in
kitchen with island, living
room with French door flex
room 21/2 car garage
2450+- under roof Built in
1990 Trees and backyard
privacy fence. $109.000
759-4081

Calloway Inn - Hwy. 641 South & Glendale Road

PRE- Development waterfront acreage $19,900
240' dockable, boatable
waterfront! Wooded, estate
size lot at pre-construction
prices. Great financing
Call TN Timberline now
130(41479965 Lod. 5188...

TENN MTN Lakefront$32,900/ $3,290 down
Selling fast! Beautifully
wooded homesite fronting
on pristine lake in East TN
Near town Easy access,
paved roads, P&T Bank
appraised Only $283 per
month, 80o fixed, 15 years
First come, first served'
Cat Chelaque 800-8615253. ext. 3397.

Homes For Sale
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2210 Gatesborough
2400 square feet under roof; 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining room, family room with fireplace insert, large kitchen, sunroom, patio, 2 car
garage and storage shed. New furnace, roof,
kitchen and bathroom counters; new stove and
dishwasher, front door and porch columns. Lot
offers privacy and shade trees. Asking
$108,500. Shown by appointment.

PHONE 753-0323
H co

e For Sale

OREN HOUSE

'C

Sat., Aug. 7th 12 to 4
Sun., Aug. 8th 2 to 4
Custom brick ranch 3 BR split, 1964 sq. ft., 2.5
baths, great room, dining room, breakfast nook
off kitchen, utility room off garage, large
screened back porch, fenced back yard on
quiet cul de sac. All utilities under ground. Bank
appraisal $155,000, asking $146,000, near
Westside Baptist Church - 46 Austin Ct.

'NS!
air
641
i nal
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Hwy
To
Miles

"759-913S0

1

1520 Canterbury Drive
bedrooms, 2 baths, tiled, two-story entry
foyer; family room with hardwood floor and gas
logs in fireplace, custom cabinets in kitchen;
large, formal dining room; study with built-in
bookcases. 2700 square feet living space.
Economical gas heat/heat pump central systems
with high efficiency filters. Tree-shaded lot.
Large deck with hot tub. Asking $179,900
Four

uPIWilda

1988 CHEVY Suburban
Good condition $2995
753-4445
1989 FORD Bronco, XLT 4
WD, one owner, very good
condition
Call (days) 753-5742
(nights) 753-7816
1991 FORD Explorer 4dr,
4X4. New brakes, cold air
$5995. 753-4445.
1992 JEEP Cherokee
Laredo. P/S, P/W, tilt,
cruise,
A/C.
AM/FM
Cassette. Must sell. $6000
obo. Call 753-5958.
1995 BLAZER LT. 4dr, 4x4.
4.5 Vortee, black, loaded
with power everything,
clean & dependable vehicle. $12,200. obo 901247-5536.
1995 JEEP Cherokee
Country Red, 4 door
$9500 Call 759-4044

Call (270) 753-9520 after 5:00 p.m.
for appointment.

HOME FOR SALE

Nice 3BD., 2 bath brick house, new 30 year
roof, new hot water heater, almost new gas central heating unit, large rooms, carpet & hardwood floors, sitting on 5 acres with small horse
barn & workshop. $99,500

Friday, August 6, 1999• 10 a.m.

OPEN HOUSE

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From
Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield
take 121 So. through Coldwater, turn south onto 1836. Follow
to auction. Watch for auction signs.

Honda's,
Toyota's,
Chevy's, Jeep's & Sport
Utility Vehicles. Call now 1800-730-7772. Ext. 6612.

a

Saturday & Sunday
August 7th & 8th
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
3 bedroom, 2 bath, screened porch,
priced at $92,500

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

VS!

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY,AUGUST 14TH, 1999 @ 10:00 A.M.

ESTATE AUC'TICONT

LOCATION: 3 Miles South of New Concord, KY.
South Calloway, KY on Hwy. 121.

Sat., Aug. 7th, 1999•10:00 a.m.

de!

At the home of the late Mr. Callie Halsell in downtown Farmington,
Ky.just off 121 by the Community Center. Watch for auction sign.
Zenith color t.v. - VCR with remote - beautiful Lillian Russell cherry 4 piece bed-

ex
Area,
Air

room suit - wooden arm rocker - maple lamp table - other antique tables - nice
table lamps - like new Broyhill sofa - large wall mirror - nice clean Lane recliner - slipper rocker - magazine rack - stereo, radio, records & 8 track player - old
picture & frames - maple bedroom suit by Athens - oak wash stand - Athens
maple lamp tables - maple table & 6 chairs - straight chairs - old wood tables old possum belly kitchen cabinet need works - old tin door pie safe - old dresser
mirror - (3) nice old quilts - bedspreads - blankets f3) old band painted table
lamps - wall clock - electric sewing machine - vacuum cleaner - microwave oven
- nice washer & dryer - small chest freezer - green candy dish - milk glass pieces
- milk glass lamps - jinger jar - Hobnail milk glass vanity lamps - what not items
- figurines - hen on nest - unusual old kerosene lamp - old castiron skillets - stainless flatware - stainless Revere cookware - other pots & pans - small kitchen
appliances - electric skillet - pressure cooker - canister set - sandwich maker food grinder - stone dishes - old tea glasses - old creamer & sugar set - old mixing bowls - old stone buttermilk pitcher - Mount Climet pottery - old veg. bowls
- Green Fire King dishes - Willow by Royal China Plates - old meat platter - other
old glass & china - carnival glass pieces - round dough tray - flat iron - elect.
indoor grill - luggage - scanner - kitchen stool - afghan - lot of linen - clean material - old calendars - Christmas & craft items - beaded oval rug - radio cassette
player - veg. box - Tupperware - old Dr. Pepper thermometer - one man saw wash kettle - carpenter tools - tree trimmer - bench grinder - old stove crock hand saw - tools & wrenches - metal yard chairs - yard cart - nice 8 H.P. Snapper
riding mower - nice push lawn mower - hand & yard tools - and much more
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch arailable. Not responsible for accidents.
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Selling the Real Estate & Personal Property of William &
Roberta Lowe who have recently moved to Murray.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
REAL ESTATE AUCTION

TIN

7

8

wxYz

016ER

Selling to the highest bidder is a 3 bedroom home with 1 bath,
kitchen, living room,screened in back porch, 50)(30 detached
garage & 1 acre +1. Plenty of shade, creek and just minutes
from the lake. Also selling a 1+/- acre lot just across the creek.
Call for showing -(270) 378-2992!

www.bestcarlorins.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
877-937-2965
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Diclue Farley.
759-1519,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GUTTERS:
Quality
Seamless
Aluminum
Gutters, gutter supplies &
shutters. Variety of colors.
Licensed, free estimates.
West
Ky
Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
H&H
Remodeling
Specializing
small
in
remodeling lobs Sales and
service of garage doors
Call 270-753-5612 ask for
John or Ron

Holiday Inn •Jackson, TN
Aug. 28th, 99•12:30 p.m.
Call for info 1-800-766-9474

AUCTION CONDUCTED BY
STEVEN J. BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROY BUNCH - AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

"PERGO" LAMINATE FLOORING
#1 NAME & SALES IN WORLD

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
& REALTY CO. .°,,,,117;27:e•

"SHAW" CERAMICS
AN EXCLUSIVE DEALER'
BEST DESIGNS

"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"
270 376-2992 270 376-2922 270 376-5434

"TRUSTMARK" CARPETS
FROM THE LARGEST CARPET
PRODUCER IN THE WORLD

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK

New kiln-dried log home packages including logs.
roofing, doors, windows, rafters & blueprints.

Terms: 109i Down Day of sale - Balance due within 30 days w/delivery of deed with possession at closing.

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

LIIIISLOAN

Original Old Timer
Log Homes

"ROBBINS" & "HARRIS TARKETT"
PREMIUM HARDWOODS

Selling Absolute to the highest bidder. 95+ Acres of the Gilbert
& Carma Lee Walker Estate.

"AREA RUGS" FROM ALL OVER THE
WORLD LARGEST STOCK
IN OVER 100 MILES

REAL ESTATE! REAL ESTATE! REAL ESTATE!

* NEW ITEM *

This 95 acre tract will be sold in one complete tract - No
Combinations! 31 acres in CRP with 1999 payment transferring to new Buyer! Also included on the property is a nice
cabin on the pond bank - Your own Mini Lake Resort! Timber
- Hunting - Peace and Quiet!
Call for showing- (270) 376-2992!

August 12, 1999•5:00 p.m.
601 Elm Street, Murray, Kentucky

PQRS

-CUSTOM CLOSETS"
NO WIRE Space Saver
By E-Z Track
Drawers/Baskets
Whatever You Can Imagine
IF IT GOES ON THE FLOOR WE HAVE
THE QUALITY BRANDS

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations. etc 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs expenence
753-5592
CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks. patios. driveways. Free Estimates.
435-4619
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-13161 after 4pm„.
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tilling, bush hogging. small jobs. Grade
driveways. Free estimates_
Gerald Carroll
492-6159

Ci&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats. bnck driveways. parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured.
Completely
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734. Cellular 502-8531108
WALTERS Contracting
Free
estimates.
Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience.
Roofing, additions, vinyl
siding. decks, remodeling.
Call 753-2592
WELDING
Portable &
shop
work
Certified
welder 270-354-6770.
HOUSE Divine
Residential and commercial housekeeping service
Competitive prices Special
offers for new clients and
bonus discounts for all
clients Call 270-767-9457.
9AM-5PM
IF you're moving to a new
location & need professional & reliable movers.
call 270-623-6092
Daytime call 247-6620

(Everyone's
about the Ledger &
Times Ogssifieds

WS!

FROM SALES THRU INSTALLATION
IT'S GUARANTEED

Piet
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Hwy
Miles
9 Mile

SEE: Jesse Hatman,
Lee Vaughn, Ken Doall,
Jason Prescott, Jr. Willoughby.
Anne Paschall,
Vickie or Jim Rowlett

ft.*.112 • -

Ii

Quality built 4 bedroom, 31/2 bath home located near hospital, zoned
R-3 for single or multi-family, 5,500 sq. ft. under roof. Has separate
living areas, full basement with bomb shelter. Redecorated and ready
to move into. Too many features to mention.

ice

AUCTION CONDUCTED BY

Coldwell Banker Woods & Associates

STEVEN J. BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROY BUNCH - AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

Chuck or Wilma Woods - Broker Owners

Toll Free From Paris: 901-498-8161
From Murray Dial: 498-8161
14 mi. S. of Pans on Hwy. 641 1/2 mi. N.
of Hazel, KY
Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9-4:30

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
81 REALTY CO. w4.7717
.24.

270-753-1651

"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"

Dan Miller - Auctioneer Licensed and Bonded in
Kentucky and Tennessee #1281 Firm 2333• 435-4144

(270) 376-2992(270) 376-2922(270) 376-5434
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Terms: 109/ Down Day of sale - Balance due within 30 days w/delivery of deed with possession at closing.

Terms 10% down day ol sale. balance with deed
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AUTO CREDIT EASY

AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing,
garages, pole barns, carports. Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
repairs Quality workmanship. Licensed. 753-7860,
753-9308.

SATURDAY,AUGUST 7TH, 1999 @ 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Hwy. 385 S. - West of Murray, KY
- East of Fulton, KY just off Hwy. 94

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144
HITS

1982 SCOTTSDALE, 6cyl
air. 120,xxx miles
1982 Custom Deluxe, V-8,
rebuilt with 20,xxx miles
Call 527-8392
1988 3/4 ton Silvered°
PW, PL, PS, PD, tilt
cruise, brand new tires
Mint condition $5500
435-4602
.1=1,

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It PaysIGS

1977 FORD Full size pickup Auto 4x4, new tires,
wheels Runs great $1250
1976 Ford pick-up 3spd,
runs great $1150
767-0508

Directions Wiswell Rd. to Oak Hill
Dr., turn left to Westwood Dr.

.;'
•

Classified

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & Junk clean-up.
436-2867.
-TRIPP'S Backhoe Service
4x4 backhoe. Forest clean
up, stump removal. Ditch
digging, etc. $35/hour, 3
hour min. 436-2778.
ALL CARPENTRY
ALL ELECTRICAL
New Construction
Remodeling additions.
Floor & floor joist. Vinyl
siding,
residential contractor.
L&J Home Builders.
753-9372, 753-0353
Owner Larry Nimmo.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.

Used Duets

1913 Westwood Dr.

•

ANTENNAS
Including
HOUSTON
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
CONCR
ETE
amplifiers, and accesFINISHING
sories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Randy Houston
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Michael Houston
Service and Installation
759-5144
1993 NISSAN Pick up
Beasley's Antenna
Burgundy, bed liner, bed
& Satellite,
rails 113,xxx miles
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
LEE'S
489-6107.
502-759-0901.
CARPET
PLUMBING REPAIR SERCLEANING
Oaapars
VICE.All work guaranteed
Emergency Water
Free estimates
ROCKWOOD- Pop up
Removal, Furniture,
753-1134
camper Sleeps 6, good
FREE Estimates
condition Includes screen ANTIQUE refinishing furCall Today
niture repair & custom
room Call 753-0716
753-582
7
woodworking 753-8056
630
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Mind
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
A-1 Al A Tree Service, HOPPER, 436-5848
Stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge tnmming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning. Licensed &
insured. Full line of equipment. Free estimates Tim
Lamb,
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
436-5744,
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
1-800-548-5262.
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump removal, tree sprayDEF
ing.
Serving
Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980
Free estimates. 437-3044
JACL
MNO
or 492-8737_

1

CARS $100.- $500. &
Up. POLICE IMPOUNDS,

by Owner

King size bed - king size bed & dresser - (2) 3 piece bedroom suites other beds - odd vanities - water bed - set of regular size bedding - set
of twin Craftmatic electric lift beds - nice sofa - odd chairs - recliners bookcase - nice pictures - foot stool - nice lamp tables - nice set of coffee tables - stereo - electric sewing machine - library table - electric
organ - guitar - maple table w/6 chairs - fold-up beds - beautiful Beams
whiskey decanter - some red glass & china - pots and pans - small
kitchen appliances - frost free refrigerator - electric cook stove microwave oven - color t.v. - exercise bicycle - Stevens 22 rifle, model
887 - 212 John Deere riding mower - 10 h.p. Craftsman riding mower
w/grass pickup - 14 h.p. Murray riding mower - 122 Cub Cadet riding
mower - Allis Chalmers hay rake - Power Stride electric walker - long
wide bed topper - large electric fan - 1992 Chevy Corsica, 3.1 liter V-6
and many other items.
Will be an all day auction. Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine: For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Of
ys!

1995 CUTLASS SL. 2dr,
pwr VW. A/A wheels, V-6.
A/C, Delco AM/FM/ Cass,
Stereo. Bucket seats, console, excellent condition.
759-8363. $7900. obo.
1997 LASABRE. Like new
loaded. 36,xxx
miles,
white. 270-437-3044.

6 miles north 1/4 miles off 4 lane.

1989 FORD F250 XLT
Lariet International 7.3
diesel, banks exhaust system, electronic under/ over
dnve, nice clean, garage
kept truck. $9500.00 7534871

NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

PAMPERED 1984 BMW
7331
Loaded.
First
$4200 00 takes it.
489-2207

Call 753-6855

PUBLIC AUCTION
ns

979 FORD LTD 8250
753-4258
1989 MERCURY Cougar
Mechanically sound with
front end damage $450
obo Call 759-3559 ask for
Matt
1989 PONTIAC Grand Am
LE, 2 door, one owner,
excellent condition
(days) 753-5742
(nights) 753-7816
1990 CAMARY V-6 DX
113,000 miles Mint condition. $4300. 354-9972
1992
SILVER
Honda
Prelude Extra nice, 73,xxx
miles $9500 Call
492-6200
1994 Grand Prix SE
Loaded, Low mileage
Excellent condition
753-8858 or 759-1965
1994 LINCOLN Cont
Signature Series. Loaded.
85,xxx miles $8,000. Cat
753-0621 after 5p.m.

1974 HARLEY Davidson
Superglide with Fat Boy
front end New S&S Carb
spoke wheels Nice paint
lob
Lots of chrome
$11,000 1-901-782-3524

•

•

•

"

Services OfWed
MOVING Will move entire
household, clean out
garages, rental properties
or anything you need
moved Supenor Movers
901-642-9279.

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates, Day or night,
753-5484.
ATTENTION! Building con
tractors & cabinet makers
Kiln dried & planed lumber
for sale All Appalachian
species- graded by nationlumber
hardwood
al
inspector Call
270-376-5454.
TRIPPS Docks Custom
built, steel or wood boat
docks/ walkways. decks
steel handrailing Repair
work available Phone
436-2778
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch Licensed &
Insured Off 753-0834
Hm 759-9835
ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electnc,a1 Works
Electnc, plumbing,
phone & IV hook up
Free estimates
Licensed & Insured
Phone 436-5376

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Aug. 6,
1999
Your sense of direction proves to be
important, especially with loved ones
and children. Others tend to test your resolution. Use these mini-hassles to
empower yourself by reviewing goals
and decisions once more. Friends are
supportive Count on the unexpected,
accept the excitement that comes your
way It all works out. If you are single,
romance steams up your personal life,
though you might have difficulty mixing
friends and love. If attached, your relationship demands more attention. Make
the effort, and you'll receive the benefits.
GEMINI is a pal
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have
5-Dynamic;
4-Positi ye;
3-Average: 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.
(270)
436'5370
Free Estimates

18" Satellite
Systems

FREE To a good home
"Luna" Sweet Beautifu
black cat. Spayed &
declawed. All shots and
indoor only. Call 762-0244.
FREE 2 adorable gray kittens Free to a good home
759-1525
FREE German Sheppard
to a good home. Call
753-5144

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates
• 1.,
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You are challenged to let go
of a long-held view. Realize it isn't
working for you. Listen carefully to news
from a distance; make calls and spread
the word. Feedback helps you see more
positives than negatives. Zero in on what
you want. Do nothing halfway. Tonight:
Favorite place, favorite people.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Someone's "no" can trigger you,
but you might not be sure exactly what is
going on. Listen to another's rendition of
what he needs, but be smart and don't get
plugged in. Establish your strength in
security-related matters. Make your own
decisions, and you'll be a lot happier.
Tonight: Treat yourself!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Another balks, and you have
reason to wonder what's up with his autuck. Recognize that not everyone agrees
with you all the time, especially another
who needs to control. Make inquiries,
schedule meetings and toss in a pleasurerelated call. Unexpected doors open. Are
you ready? Tonight: Whatever you want
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Cocooning might be a great idea,
or you could simply ignore what is going
on around you. Others are out of sync. A
lack of important information impairs

to simmer down some before important
discussions can happen Unexpected
developments will ultimately be a bonus
Tonight. Putting in some extra hours.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
* * ** A misunderstanding easily
brews this morning. However, you get a
wonderful opportunity to visualize and
discuss what you want. Others can't help
but respond when you are caring and loving. Remember, you draw more bees
with honey than with vinegar. Tonight:
Add more sparkle to your love life.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take care of a money matter.
Listen to what a trusted partner shares,
there is a whole other point of view. Be
more conscious of your image and
career. Others really are there for you.
Don't be such a skeptic. Surprise a family member. Tonight: Be with your best
friend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could cause yourself more
problems by being cantankerous and
touchy. Level out and listen to a partner
or dear friend. You have an opportunity
to take another view and get another perspective. Be more spontaneous: don't
limit yourself when you don't need to.
Tonight: Accept a last-minute invitation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

* ** You could easily be making a
mountain out of a molehill You don't
have all the 'facts Just yet. A co-worker
presents interesting options that could
also affect your finances Be sure you
want a partnership, as another makes you
a seemingly wonderful offer. Tonight.
Go for a workout
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friend tosses your plans in
midair. See this as an opportunity! Think
about what you would like to do instead.
Be more sensitive to a budding flirtation

that you find very exciting You can't
always control your relationships,
though they can still be very rewarding
-Tonight. Heating up the night.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
*** Keep a low profile Think about
what would make you happy right now
You might be better off in your own business or working from home. Co-workers
give you feedback, listen_ Personal
Insights that are gained can make a big
difference in your life. Tonight: Head
home

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISNT ONE OF THEM.
MDA has shown how valuable people
with disabilities are to society
Talent. ability and desire are more
important than strength of a persons
muscles The barrier these people cant
overcome is a closed mind

Dixieland Shopping Center • 767-97.11
Brent & Carol Brown - Owners

your Judgment of a problem. Fortunately,
your money instincts are on target. That
area of your life is very important to you.
Tonight: Vanish!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Knowing what you want is
instrumental, as a child or loved one
challenges you. Be willing to take a wellcalculated risk, but don't do anything
wild or out of control. Bring others
together: schedule a fun gathering. Not
everything has to be all work and no
play. You know that better than anyone!
Tonight: TGIF!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are stretched like a rubber.
band, but you need not snap. Retreat into
your thoughts and prioritize, and you'll
know exactly what to do. Another needs
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HOMEOWNERS-CALL TOLL FREE

Special Price

$59.00

1-800-759-6058

Does Your Car Need
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7-00 p.m.

Columbia
Sportswear

Walis Workwear
& Camo

1/2 Price

75% Off

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve
Weeek
•Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by r•lurray Shrine Club - License #0181

MI\
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TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000
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MURRAY FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
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2771 State Route 94 East •-• Phone 753-6695

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St
Murray
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* CHILDREN'S MINISTRY'
)
'
'
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/ NURSERY *TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
Every first time guest at the new 9:00 a.m.service Sunday,Aug. 8th
will receive the latest ITH CD.
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DEAR READER: Nosebleeds can
result from a variety of causes, including high blood pressure itself or a
DEAR DR. GOTT. Why do adults
have such a tough time learning new clotting deficiency caused by certain
prescription
languages? I used to speak fluent you check drugs. I recommend that
with your doctor to make
Spanish, but now I cannot pick it up sure
that
your
hypertension is under
again. How can I relearn the lan- control
and that you haven't develguage?
oped a complication of therapy. To
DEAR READER: Children learn give you related information.
1
languages readily because they have sending you a copy of my new am
and
more open brain circuits than do revised
Health
Report
adults. Also, they can unselfcon- "Hypertension " Other readers
who
sciously immerse themselves in the would like a copy should send
plus
learning process. I believe that your a long, self-addressed, stamped$2
problem is not so much LEARNING a lope to P.O. Box 2017, MurrayenveHill
language as REMEMBERING it. I'm Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
no language expert, but I'll bet your to mention the title.
Spanish would return pronto if you
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 9-year-old
were to throw yourself into a Spanish- son cinches his
belt
speaking environment, such as a leaves marks on his so tight that it
belly. Is this danneighborhood, foreign country or lan- gerous?
guage lab.
DEAR READER: A century ago,
If you say you "cannot" pick it up women believed that they
were more
again, you won't. That's true of any attractive if they bound
themselves in
skill. Attitude is crucial. Rather, take corsets. These Victorian devices
land believe) the position that you supposed to give a coveted were
"hour"will" — and so you shall. To get you glass" appearance to the female
form.
started (or finish you off), call the A thin waist, courtesy of whalebon
e
adult education department of any
and
heavy
laces,
was
deemed
a
sign
of
university or college. You may not be
able temporarily to relocate, but you beauty. Of course, such women had
certainly could take two or three constipation. difficulty breathing and
day/evening courses a week to regain discomfort in the name of fashion.
Moreover, their abdominal organs
your fluency.
were pushed all over the place, just
DEAR DR. GOTT: I take daily medi- because of a ridiculous male-oriented
cine for hypertension. I have suffered custom. Modern females must
from numerous nosebleeds through- breathe a sigh of relief that they
out -the year. Could the medication aren't imprisoned in this way.
Heaven knows why your son choossomehow be affecting my clotting?
es to pinch himself in half. However, if
his preference causes himno physical
pain, he probably is in no danger.
You'd better tighten your own belt
when you consider the more interesting future tricks he'll have in store for
you when he reaches adolescence.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trdoks)

DEAR READERS: Yesterday
I printed a letter from an Ohio
mother regarding a previously
published letter from a "Snoopy
Mom" who proudly described
searching through her teenagers' belongings.
Today I'll share a sample of
the mail I received from teens.
Hang onto your hats! Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I am a teen-age
male who was infuriated when I
read the letter in your column from
"Snoopy Mom." I'm willing to bet
that if she caught her kids going
through her personal belongings,
she would lecture them until the
sun went down. And you know what
she'd be then? A hypocrite! As soon
as her teen-agers left the room after
telling them that snooping is wrong
and that they should respect privacy, she'd start snooping again.
I hope God is on her side,
because she is going to need his
help if they catch her!
JEFF IN CHICAGO
DEAR ABBY: There is a difference between invading your children's privacy and noticing if they
spend their free time building
bombs in the garage. Violating their
trust by searching their rooms without justification while they are
absent is reprehensible.
A child's diary is a child's diary.
In it, a child records innermost feelings and what other kids share in
confidence. I'll bet "Mom" wouldn't
appreciate it if her kids went
through her most private things.
I feel sorry for the children of
"Snoopy Mom." They have to spend
every day with this callous, irrational, distrusting and insensitive
person. She never should have had
children if this is how she treats
them.
I now realize how fortunate I am
that my parents are intelligent
enough to respect my privacy and,
at the same time, steer me in the
right direction.
RATIONAL 15-YEAR-OLD,
BAYSIDE, N.Y.

DEAR ABBY: Conspicuously
absent from "Snoopy's" letter were
comments on the result of her
behavior — the quality of her relationship with her children. It can't
be very good, since her children are
probably aware of her atrocious lack
of trust, respect and common courtesy. I hope knowing every detail of
her children's lives now will make
up for this mother's being shut out
of their lives when they're older.
JEANA L., AGE 19, IN OHIO
DEAR ABBY: I pity people who
feel they must violate their children's trust in order to learn more
about their lives. I hope parents
understand that once your children
learn you do not trust them, they in
turn will not trust you — and youll
never be able to rebuild what has
been so carelessly destroyed.
Some people may call it "concern," but I call it lack of parenting
skills.
REBECCA(AGE 14)
IN WASHINGTON
DEAR ABBY: I realize that parents should know what their children are doing. It's their right to
make sure they're not getting into
trouble with underage drinking,
drugs, premarital sex, etc. But
everyone is entitled to at least a
little bit of privacy. "Snoopy Mom"
gave her children none.
Do her children know she's doing
this? Unless she spent a lot of time
placing things exactly where they
were before, I'm sure they've figured it out!
TRUSTED TEEN IN TACOMA

Ten years ago
Marine Lance Cpl. Richard K.
Dr. Floyd Poore, office of the Hornsby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
governor liaison, spoke about the Robert P. Hornsby, graduated from
upcoming General Assembly agen- a 12-week Aviation Fire Control
da at a meeting of the Murray Technician School at Naval Air
Rotary Club.
Technical Training Center, MemBirths reported include a boy phis, Tenn.
to David E. and Sandra Wilson,
Mrs. Robert Charles Miller, Mrs.
July 7; a boy to Gina and Gregg Willie Johnson and Mrs. Paul DaiSmith, July 29; a girl to Janet ley of Calloway County were electand William Bloodworth and a girl ed as officers of Blood River Bapto Susan and William Gutman, tist WMU at a meeting at CherJuly 31; a girl to Donna and Tim ry Corner Baptist Church.
Webb and a boy to Sheila and
Forty years ago
Kendall Waters, Aug. 1.
Thomas C. Scruggs of Hazel
Published is a picture of the was one of 50 top winners of a
1949 class of Murray High School cash prize and an expense-paid
at its 40-year reunion at Execu- trip to the recent national contive Inn, Paducah, on July 1.
vention of the Woodmen of the
Twenty years ago
World Life Insurance Society in
A number of Calloway County Minneapolis, Minn.
contributors to the Murray State
Judy Whitlow of Lynn Grove
University Alumni Association's High School, Sandra
Bedwell and
annual Century Club scholarship Nancy Bazzell of
Kirksey High
programs were presented with School, and Betty
Thomas of Murmembership certificates at a spe- ray College High
School attend
cial recognition meeting on the the Leadership
Camp of Future
Murray State University campus. Homemakers
of America at
Births reported include a girl Hardinsburg
July 30 to Aug. 1.
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rowles,
Fifty years ago
July 25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
The Grand Jury with Herman
David Gillespie and a boy to Mr. Holland
as foreman submitted its
and Mrs. Franky Hosford. July 28: report
to Judge Ira D. Smith in
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rogers, Callowa
y County Circuit Court on
Aug. I.
Aug. 3. The names of persons on
Thirty years ago
the indictments were not released.
Published is a picture of Pearl
Ilene Taylor and T.O. Taylor
Tucker, chairman of the Charity
were married July 28 at First BapBall, sponsored by the Murray
tist Church.
Woman's Club, presenting check for
Births reported include a girl
$1,069.66 to A.W. Simmons Jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Scott
president of Murray-Calloway
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
County Mental Health Association.
Adams. July 31.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 5. the
217th day of 1999. There are 148
days
left in the year.
•
North dealer.
discarding a diamond on dummy's
Today's
Highlight in History:
Both sides vulnerable
ten of clubs.
On Aug. 5, 1962, actress MarNORTH
Declarer's only problem was
DEAR RATIONAL: Many
4A
to draw the opposing trumps. He ilyn Monroe, 36, was found dead
teens echoed your feelings.
•A K 104
cashed the ace of spades and ace of in her Los Angeles home. her
Read on:
• A K 105
hearts. ruffed a heart and led the death was ruled a "probable sui40J 10
queen of spades. East took the cide" from an overdose of sleepWEST
EAST
king and returned a heart, and ing pills.
•107 2
+K4
West scored the setting trick with
On this date:
Vi 8
V Q 9 7 5 3 2 the ten of spades.
In
1861, the federal govern*1 94 3
*Q6
South was unlucky to run into ment levied an
income tax- for the
+A K 65
+9 8 7
a 6-2 heart break and an overruff first time.
SOUTH
as well. However, he did make a
In 1864, during the Civil War,
•Q J 9 8 6 5 3
mistake in the play — a small one,
Union
Adm. David G: -Farragut is
•6
to be sure, but it cost him the
said
to
have given his famous
•8 7 2
contract. The error occurred at
4Q 3
trick three when he discarded a order, "Damn the torpedoes, full
The bidding:
diamond on the ten of clubs, In speed ahead!" as he led his fleet
North
East
South
West stead, he should have discarded a against Mobile Bay, Alabama.
1•
Pass
1+
In 1884, the cornerstone for the
Pass
heart!
2•
Pass
2+
Pass
Had South done this, he would Statue of Liberty was laid on Bed3+
Pass
3+
Pass
have made the contract. After cash, loc's Island in New York Harbor.
4+
ing the ace of spades, he could have
In 1914, the first electric trafOpening lead — king of clubs.
ruffed a heart without having to fic lights were installed, in
Clevecash the- ace first, then led the land, Ohio.
It Is sometimes possible to queen of spades. Declarer would
In 1963, the United States,
prove, after a hand is played, that now have had smooth sailing redeclarer should have made a con- gardless of what East returned, Britain and the Soviet Union signed
tract he failed to make. However, since West would still have had a a treaty in Moscow banning nuclear
HERE I Am THE NO-NONSENSE iffERE I AM , THE SULTRY
one should be careful to base such second heart in his hand.
tests in the atmosphere. in space
HERE I AlA THE NURTURING
I
GOT
A
LIFE;
HOWEVER
EXECUTIVE IN fftl NEW ULTRA- TEMPTRESS iN If14 NEW
an opinion on fair analysis rather
EARTH MOTHER IN Mc( NEW
NOW I'D LIKE TO RETURN
This minor variation in the and under water.
CHIC POWER 5i,ItT
SPANDEX SKIRT AND BUSTIER...! FLOWY GARDEN FROCK.,.
than on hindsight derived from play was necessary in the actual
IT AND HAVE THE CASH
One year ago: Iraqi President
seeing all four hands.
deal, though most of the time it Saddam Hussein broke off coopSouth went down one on this would have made no difference. It
eration with U.N. weapons inspecdeal, and the question is: Should illustrates how important it somehe have made the contract? West times is to employ maximum pre- tors and demanded the commission monitoring the weapons- be
led the K-A and another club, South caution in the play of the cards.
reorganized. Marie Noe of PhiladelTomorrow: Test your play.
phia was arrested and charged with
01999 King Features Syndicate Inc
first-degree murder. accused of
smothering eight of her children
to death between 1949 and 1968.
(Noe later received 20 years' probation.)
39 — Mane
Saint
1 Indian tent
41 Formerly
I WAS AN g-RAy TECHNiC)AN
PEOPLE CAmE ON FOOT
6 Lukewarm
42 Kind
THEy WOULD LINE uP AT
STILL,THEy swat)AHD
WiTH NO EXPERIENCE. OuR
11 Hansel's
43 Debns
74lit:0604 THE tobout4TAINS
OUR MAKESHIFT CLAWS
11469
THANKED
eQUIRMVNT
US..
woRKED
sister
45 Saloon stock
CARRyiNGIWE SICK,
AND WATT ALL.DAy.SONNE
AND WE LEARNED
WHEN we COULD Gel' The
12 New York
46 Achieve
CHA.DREN CARRyikkG CIAiLDWe COULD HELP. OTHERG,WE
To accevr THEIR
area
GENERATORS To RUN
47 Not spoken
REN FEW OF THEM HAD
CouL0 NOT
GRATITUDE AS ON WOULD
PiIA
14 Babylonian
ES
or oral
6H0ES.
ACCEPT A GIFT,
deity
49 — ease
LA
MIASMA
50 Involve
15 Dryness
C.R
ELL INGTON
17 Selenium
52 Estevez or
H 0 ES
AN
E Y 0, T
symbol
Estefan
18 N.Y. time
Ey,AIN
54 Full of
20 Aromas
boastful talk
WE!S
(collog )
21 Fed agcy

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Ii

Ic

22 Vessel
24 Bitter vetch
25 Holy image
26 Skin
covenng eye
28 Leotard's kin
30 Except
31 Valle
32 Kind of
beard
35 Wears away

55 More mature

1 No-good

2 Estrada ID
3 School org
4 Finnish first
5 Omitted from

38 Crazy (sl.)
1

3

Mill

all

7 Dines
8 Lift with lever
9 Negative
9

.10 -

aaaa aau
illaaaaa
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water
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ill
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22

13

4
I

26
ill

•

alad
aaaa

prefix
10 Autocrat
11 Honking birds
13 Wherewithal
16 Click beetle
19 Curtain sash
21 Spiny
anteater
23 Most distant
planet
25 Arctic abode
27 Native of
(suffix)
29 Comparative
ending
32 Move gently
and smoothly
33 Tea type
34 Creepily
35 Chnstian
festival
36 Chocolate —
37 Take care of
(2 wds )
40 Barrel
43 Thnce (prefix)
44 He (prefix)
47 Existed
48 Small bite
51 Symbol for
tantalum
53 French article
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Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
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•

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
•

At Thurman's Furniture

‘1,•= '

*. • • " ,•'

Largest Selection of Furniture In Our 50 Year History!

a

SALE STARTS FRIDAY AT 9:00 A.M.

•

La-Z-Boy
Recliners

7 - pc. Keller solid oak table & 6 chairs.
Includes double pedestal oval table, 2 arm
chairs and 4 side chairs. List $3782.00

NOW
1748°°

1 - Set of bunk beds. Shaker style. Spice
finish. Matching pieces available. List
$1050.00.

NOW
648"

As Low As

8 - pc. Queen Anne dining room. Cherry
finish. Oval leg table, 2 arm chairs, 4 side
chairs and lighted china cabinet. List
$3995.00

NOW
1988"

Queen size sleeper by Lane. Cranberry
print fabric. List $1099.95

NOW
1388"

Queen size sleeper by La-Z-Boy.
Traditional style. Stripe fabric. List
$1499.95

NOW
1588"

5 pc. table & chair set. 4 arm chairs and 1 single pedestal table. Includes seat cushions. Green painted finish with natural tops.
List $1098.00

NOW
'377"

$288"
•

1 - Jasper secretary with pull down lid.
Colonial cherry finish. List $1499.95

NOW
'688"

1 - Executive desk from Universal
Alexander Julian's collection. 5 Drawer
design with pencil tray in middle drawer.
List $1540.00

NOW
'748"

Wicker & iron hutch - 52" wide. White
washed finish. List $1399.95

NOW
1688"

Twin size chair and a half sleeper with storage ottoman. Green & white stripe fabric.
List $895.95

NOW
'498°'

Twin size poster bed by Leg. Cherry finish.
Includes rails. List $449.95

NOW
'148"

Hunter green leather sofa, chair, and
ottoman by Fairfield. Traditional style with
semi-attached backs and nailhead trim. All
leather construction. List $7275.00

All Lamps, Pictures,
and Mirrors Take
An Additional

20°/0 Off

Lowest Ticketed Price

NOW
3398"

All Remaining
Patio Furniture

1/2

Price

•

1 - 2 pc. solid oak oval cocktail table and
rectangular end table by Peters-Revington.
List $659.90
•
• ••

•

NOW
$1096"
Wraparound NOW
998"

1 - Used Baldwin Acrosonic piano.

. . •

.

1 - Painted TV/Armoire
doors. List $1995.00

1 - Queen size rice carved bed by
American Drew. Brown cherry finish.
List $1799.95
1 - Twin size headboard by Lea. Red oak
finish. 1-only. List $249.95

-r

.df.".fo," ;i1.•
?e)(•.; •
•

s.

•

•

•

•

NOW
'54995

1 - 5 pc. children's bedroom suite. Includes
twin size bookcase headboard, nightstand,
seirfgle dresser, mirror and 4-drawer chest.
List $2140.00

NOW
1998"

3 pc. Entertainment unit. Includes center
unit, 2 bookcase units. Off-white finish with
natural accents. List $2100.00

NOW
1070"

1 - 4 door rustic style pine entertainment
center. List $999.95

NOW
'498"

Dark oak 4-door entertainment center by
Riverside. Will hold up to 35" television.
Only 2 available. List $1499.95

NOW
1/2 Price

1-5 pc. game table & chair group. Cherry
finish. Includes single pedestal table with 4
swivel chairs. List $1399.95

NOW
1798"

1 - Traditional style loveseat by Hickory Hill.
Loose pillow back. Tan brushed cotton fabric. List $1099.95

NOW
1388"

NOW
1 - 2 cushion sofa by Hickory Hill. Charles
of London arm. Floral fabric. List $1099.95

159800

NOW

NOW
'388"

sl 38c°

1 - Loveseat by La-Z-Boy semi-attached
back. Dark textured fabric. List $799.95

NOW
'388"

1 - Transitional style leather match sofa by
Palliser. Saddle color. List $1287.00

NOW
'748"

1 - Double reclining sofa by Barcalounger.
Red tapestry fabric. List $2050.00

NOW
'788"

4 Pc. bedroom suite by Universal. Cream
finish with natural tops. Includes dresser,
mirror, queen size sleigh bed, chest, nightstand. List $1975.00

NOW
'1088"

1 - 5 pc. solid oak bedroom suit by Mebel.
Includes poster bed, large 2-door chest, 2nightstand, and dresser & mirror. List
$7067.00

NOW
12998"

1 - 4 drawer Serpentine chest by Southern.
Crackle finish. 2-only. List $949.95

NOW
'388"

1 - 2 pc. sofa & loveseat w/all leather construction. Nailhead trim, semi-attached
backs. Saddle color. List $3505.00

1
a .•

-•

ge,
`;',•

•

NOW
'258°°

1 - 42"x66" Farmhouse dining table.
Includes 18" filler. Distressed finish. List
$799.95

Large Group
of Decorative
Accessories
& Floral
Arrangements

NOW
1998"

All In Stock
Iron Beds

1/2

Price
VO

1 - Heavy tapestry covered chair &
ottoman. Blue background with gold
accents. List $1499.95

NOW
'377"

3-pc. oak entertainment unit by Peters
Revington. Includes center unit with 2
bookcases: List $2795.90

NOW
11486°°

2-pc. sofa & loveseat by Hickory Hill. Semiattached backs. Your choice of 2 fabrics.
List $1699.90

NOW
1998"

2-pc. La-Z-Boy double reclining sofa and
loveseat. Sofa has pulldown tray. Blue fabric. List $2297.95

NOW
11248"

Small scale 74" sofa by Hickory Hill. White
background floral fabric. List $899.95

NOW
1/2

All Glider
Rockers

1/2

• .1.
•
•••

Price

1-9 pc. youth bedroom group. Includes twin
head board, nightstand, 4-dr. chest, 3-dr.
chest w/hutch, desk w/hutch, corner storage unit, 5 single dresser. List $3990.00

NOW
11648"

5 pc, table & chair set. Includes 4 side
chairs and 1 rectangular table. White painted finish with natural top. List $599.95

NOW
12280°

Transitional style burgundy leather match
sofa by Palliser. List $1287.00

NOW
'748"

Solid oak tables by Peters Revington.
Choice of oval cocktail table or pedestal NOW
end table. Queen Anne style. Medium oak '158"Ea.
finish. List $329.95
Corner entertainment center or computer
desk. Adjustable interior allows for both
functions. Brown cherry finish. By
Riverside. List $1299.95

NOW
189800

5 pc. table & chair set. 1-42" round single
pedestal table and 4 side chairs. Medium
oak finish. List $599.95

NOW
1378°°

Group of iron & glass tables. Choice of recYour
tangular cocktail table or rectangular end
tables. Bronze textured finish with glass Choice
$1113°° Ea.
tops. List $249.95
1 -Tilt back green leather chair & ottoman.
Traditional style. Nailhead trim.
List $2099.95.

NOW
1/2

1 - Traditional style sofa by Hickory Hill.
Semi-attached backs. Jewel tone strip fabric. List $1099.95

NOW
'388"

1 - 2 cushion denim covered sofa, loose pillow back. Matching arm pillows.
List $1099.95

NOW
1698"

•I • -.
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Thurman's

•

6 Months Interest
•

•

Free Financing
With Qualified Purchases

Sorry No Holds or Layaways
208 MdIn

!;t

FURNITIIRE

753-4834

208 E. Main St.• 753-4834

Store Hours:
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